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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

As a consequence of the "knowledge explosion" in contemporary 

society it is increasingly necessary that citizens read with under-

standing, insight, and critical analysis. Children entering public 

schools should have at their disposal an instructional program in 

reading that allows them to develop their reading potential to the 

maximum. 

Tinker and McCullough (1975) commented that: 

An expanding curriculum and changing methods of instruction 
in present-day schools as well as a world that demands more 
reading, have increased the need for a greater amount and a 
wider variety of reading. At all levels of education reading 
should be both a subject of instruction and a tool employed 
in studying other subject-matter (p. 7). 

Kipling (1967) stated that to provide this kind of reading instruc-

tion consideration must be given to two areas: 1) A program of reading 

based upon sound philosophy and research and 2) an organizational 

pattern that will permit the staff to function most effectively within 

their schools. 

The late Dr. James E. Allen, Jr., serving as United States Commis-

sioner of Education proclaimed this belief: 

We should immediately set for ourselves the goal of assuring 
that by the end of the 1970's the right to read shall be a 
reality for all--that no one should be leaving our schools 
without the skill and the desire necessary to read to the 
full limits of his capability (1970, p. 277) • 
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Aukerman (1971) ~rote: 

Generations of Americans lived and learned to read by drill 
on ABCs, on the Horn Books in bleak colonial schoolhouses 
by couplets of the New England Primers, and by purposeful 
recitation of moral verse from McGuffeys Eclectic Readers 
(p. 1) • 

• yet changes took place with ever-increasing 
speed, until now the English-speaking world is literally 
inundated with a flood of materials, methods, and pro
posals. Some of the new approaches modestly claim partial 
answers to our problem~ of teaching to all children of 
school age; others claim full scale success; and a few 
appropriately boldly ask to be heard and tried (p. 32). 

According to Heilman (1972) this could be called the "frenzied 

search" • • . 

The search was based on the false hope that there just 
might be a panacea for the ills which beset reading instruc
tion. This false hope leads to many unproductive responses 
such as excessive concern with trivia, unwarranted loyalty -
or hostility - to labels without concern for substance, or 
childlike faith in "break-throughs" which later proved to 
more of a triumph for Madison Avenue than for children in 
the classroom (p. 32). 
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Thus, the question remains: what direction should a school reading 

program take in terms of organizing equipment, materials, personnel, 

diagnostic and prescriptive techniques, testing, and classroom proce-

dures in a productive and effective reading effort? Aukerman (1971) 

believes that "any proposa 1 should stand the test of scientifically-

designed, carefullyplanned, and honestly reported research" (p. 1). 

New concepts and approaches in the field of reading which will signifi-

cantly lower the percentages of reading deficient students are needed. 

Significance for the Study 

Perhaps nothing underlines more clearly the need to keep basic 

research available than does the rapid growth of instructional materials 

in the reading education field over the past ten years. The teachers 
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required to use these new materials may often be ignorant of the 

programs' theoretical base and practical applications. If teachers 

are well acquainted with both the theoretical and practical findings 

of past researctl, ne.edless duplication of study can be avoided and 

research can proceed in an orderly and systematic manner. 

Weaver (1969) noted that the body of reading research has not 

produced theoretical structures which would give any confidence that 

interchange between research and theory is going on. He argues that, 

"there has been little dialogue between research and theory in the 

reading literature at present" (p. 5). Brauner (1964) stressed a need 

for conceptual research which he called, "the missing link between a 

logical-speculative tradition pr~maturely abandoned and the body of 

immediately useful fact without theoretical portent" (p. 3). 

Historically, reading programs, research, methods, approaches, 

techniques, systems, procedures, materials, equipment, and services 

have been aimed within a singular emphasis. Elementary schools may be 

using a basal reader as their .main approach with limited non-referenced 

supplementary materials. A lack of cross referencing of skill develop-

ment to the basal reader used in the reading approach may result in 

fragmented and non-sequential instruction. A study is needed to inte-

grate some of the written material and to provide statistical data as a 

reference point for future reading programs. New reference points 

require a conceptual framework that will provide for sound implementa-

tion based on adequate research. Theoretical constructs based upon an 

intelligent understanding of collected data are needed in giving these 

strategies structural unity. It was in recognizing this need for new 

reference points in reading research that this study was formulated. 
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The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of a 

Coordinated Laboratory Classroom Approach to reading in a setting of 

specifically defined variables. It was not the intent of this investi

gator to outline a universal remedy for student reading problems, but 

to enhance future reading programs and contribute to the literature in 

the field of reading. 

Definitions, Assumptions, and Limitations 

Definition of Terms 

The definitions of the terms used in this study were representa

tive of the usage observed in the literature and reflected the appro

priate synonyms and contextual variations. 

Teachers ~ Reading: Teachers of reading are those teachers who 

spend a majority of their teaching day in activities specifically 

related to reading instruction, either with students or other teachers. 

They are sometimes referred to as school reading consultants, reading 

specialists, and reading coordinators. 

Administrators: Administrators include those principals of 

elementary schools who have teachers assigned to their staff on a 

full- or part-time basis for the purpose of teaching reading skills. 

International Reading Association (I.R.A.): The I. R. A. is an 

international association comprised of members concerned with the 

teaching of reading, especially as it is practiced and encouraged 

through instruction and supervision in schools. The journals of the 

I. R. A. provide a forum for the exchange of information and opinion 

in the exploration of interests in reading. 
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Authorities: Authorities in the field of reading include, but are 

not limited to, those experts whose writings have appeared in the publi

cations of the International Reading Association. Supplemental research 

from other professional books and journals was considered authoritative 

when cited by I.R.A. authors. Other research was reported when it 

added additional insight to the goals advocated by authorities. 

Reading: The process of symbolic interpretation, i.e., the 

process of comprehending the sense of written language by interpreting 

the characters with which it is e~pressed (Powers, 1973). 

Skill: The internalization of a habit, i.e., the ability to 

perform primarily on a subconscious level without conscious analysis. 

Non-Referenced Reading Instruction: Refers to a lack of cross

reference of skill development materials to the basal or co-basal 

currently used in the school. 

Approach: The phrase 'approach to reading' has recently been 

used in a variety of ways without acquiring any accepted definition. 

In different contexts it has been employed to mean a method, a medium, 

a reading scheme or a set of equipment. 

Traditional Reading Programs: Conventional reading programs can 

be identified as utilizing a singular or modified-singular approach 

with limited or no cross-referenced supplemental activities; they are 

non-directional in terms of school-wide effort and the basic objec

tives of accountability. 

Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach: The Coordinated 

Laboratory Classroom Approach may be defined as a total school 

personnel effort to teach reading using a variety of cross-referenced 

instructional materials, techniques, and methods in a positive environ-
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mental setting, Cross~referenced materials include, not exclusively, 

reading contracts, programmed materials, skill boxes, dramatizations, 

library usage, multi-level te~"'s, newspapers, records, tapes, diagnos

tic-prescriptive programming. The Coordinated Laboratory Classroom 

Approach has three distinct facets: l)a reading developmental labora

tory, 2) classroom instruction, and 3) an exchange of laboratory and 

classroom faculty-student personnel. Five graphic displays (Figures 2-

4) will follow to further the definition of the Coordinated Laboratory 

Classroom Approach. 

Assumptions 

An assumption of this study was that the tests utilized were 

valid; that is, the tests actually measured the skills learned by the 

students in reading vocabulary and comprehension. Similarly, a second 

assumption is that the attitudinal survey accurately measured the 

degree of attitude change in the students toward the reading process. 

A third assumption is that there were no differences between schools. 

If a difference exists, it is attributed to the teaching methodology. 

The schools for this study were matched by computer analysis of several 

variables, A fourth assumption is that there were no differences 

between teachers in the same school. Fifth, the generalizability of 

the study to a larger population rests on an assumption that the sample 

chosen is representative of the population at large. 
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Figure 2. Coordinated Laboratory Classroom Approach Model 
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Limitations 

As many variables as plausible were identified to isolate a 

"matched" school for the experimental group of students. Obviously, 

however, finding two samples of schools alike in all respects, thus 

controlling all intervening variables, is impossible. 

11. 

Time factor pre-tests for this research were given in September, 

1974, and post-tests were given in early May, 1975. It is possible 

that a short duration of the testing period would yield different 

results as compared to a two-year study. However, the loss of observa

tions (students) to normal attrition would also have been greater. 

Therefore, the findings of the study cannot be generalized beyond a 

one-year exposure to the treatment. As is true in any innovative 

process, the findings of the study will be confounded with a possible 

Hawthorne effect. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether children in 

grades 3, 4, and 5 will demonstrate gains in vocabulary, comprehension, 

and attitudes toward reading after involvement in a Coordinated Labora

tory Classroom Approach to the teaching of reading. 

Answers to the following questions will be sought: 

1. Do students who have received reading instruction with a 

Coordinated Laboratory Classroom Approach in grades 3, 4, and 5 show 

a differential gain score in reading comprehension when compared to 

matched students who have received traditional reading instruction with 

little or no coordinated-teacher-laboratory involvement? 
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2. Do students who have received reading instruction with a 

Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach in grades 3, 4, and 5 show 

a differential gain score in reading vocabulary when compared to 

matched students who have received traditional reading instruction 

with little or no coordinated-teacher-laboratory involvement? 

3. Do students who have received reading instruction with a 

Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach in grades 3, 4, and 5 show 

a differential gain score in attitudes toward reading when compared 

to matched students who have received traditional reading instruction 

with little or no coordinated-teacher-laboratory involvement? 

Statement of Hypotheses 

This study proposed to test the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis .! 

When gain scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills/Comprehension ---.. ~-

and the Iowa.~ ~ Basic Skills/Vocabulary are considered jointly, 

there is no significant difference between students instructed through 

the traditional approach and students instructed through the Coordinated 

Laboratory-Classroom Approach. 

Hypothesis .!1. 

There will be no significant differentiation in gain score between 

traditional and Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach reading 

comprehension instruction experienced by the students in grades 3, 

4, and 5, as measured by the l2!! ~ of Basic Skills. 



H:ypothesis ill 

There will be no significant differentiation in gain score 

between reading vocabulary and Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom 

Approach instruction experienced by the students in grades 3, 4, 

and 5, as measured by the l£!!.~ of Basic Skills. 

Hypothesis .!.Y 
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There will be no significant differentiation between the attitude 

of students taught by traditional and Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom 

Approach instruction in grades 3, 4, and 5, as measured by the~ 

~ .£! Basic Skills. 

Procedures and Organization of the Study 

Procedures 

Two schools were identified by the Director of Research and 

Evaluation of the Wichita Public Schools, Kansas. The schools were 

matched according to size, academic achievement based on grades 3-6 

results on the ~.~ ~ Basic Skills, education level of parents, 

and family income level. The Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach 

was administered to students at Garrison School and traditional reading 

instruction was used with Caldwell School. 

Pre- and post-test forms of the~.~ of Basic Skills were 

administered to approximately 300 students in grades 3, 4, and 5. Pre

and post-test forms of the Estes Attitude Scale in reading were used 

to measure affective attitudinal characteristics of the students. 
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Organization of the Study 

The study contains five chapters. An overview of the study has 

been presented in Chapter I. A review of the literature is given in 

Chapter II. In Chapter III, the procedure, design, population, instru

ment, and management of the data are discussed. The results of the 

data are analyzed in Chapter IV. A summary of the study, including 

·implications and recommendations for further research, is presented 

in Chapter V. 

Recapitlilation 

An overview of the study was given in this chapter. Studies were 

cited which indicated that there is a need for more effective reading 

teaching programs and that present efforts tend to be inadequate. The 

purpose of the study was to determine the effects of a Coordinated 

Laboratory Classroom Approach to reading in a setting of specifically 

defined variables and assumptions. The need for such conceptual and 

statistical research was cited. 

The definitions of the terms used in the study were considered 

representative of the usage observed in the literature. Assumptions 

and limitations of the study were cited. 

The procedures used in the study included pre- and post-test 

examination of reading vocabulary and reading comprehension of students 

in grades 3, 4, and 5. Attitudinal testing was also conducted to 

measure the stqdents' attitudes toward the reading process. 

The results of the data will be found in Chapter IV. A summary 

of the study, including implications and recommendations for further 

research, will be found in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

An ERIC search utilizing the descriptions of reading laboratories, 

reading clinics, reading centers, and developmental reading was made. 

Abstracts were reviewed in an attempt to identify research or programs 

using either traditionally-oriented or singular approaches to the 

teaching of reading. 

Special attention was given to the publications of the International 

Reading Association. Material accepted for publication by this organi

zation has met the editorial and research criteria of a staff of 

experts who have received international recognition for their profes

sional contributions to the field of reading. 

The literature related to the study will be organized into three 

areas: (1) literature pertaining to singular approaches, (2) literature 

pertaining to programs utilizing reading centers and reading clinics, 

and (3) literature related to learning theories from which the Coor

dinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach was considered. 

Literature Pertaining to Singular Approaches 

Morrison (1970) observed that after a seven-month research period, 

the reading achievement level of 12 matched pairs of second grade 

students of the experimental group who received one hour of clinical 

instruction daily, had a significantly higher gain score on a standard 

15 
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achievement test and a diagnostic reading scale. A significant differ

ance in attitude and motivation was also recorded. 

In 1971 Hartford, Connecticut schools set up three intensive 

reading instructional teams and provided small group reading instruc

tion to 363 students. The program was departmentalized with team 

members specializing in one of the three instructional areas: language 

development and individualized reading, decoding and word-attack skills, 

and vocabulary-comprehension development. Improvement gains were signi

ficant at the .01 level. The test data were substantiated by an 

analysis of parent and teacher evaluation forms only. 

Smith (1970) proposed that the reading specialist work with the 

teacher in the regular classroom, rather than conduct a separate program 

in another room, to facilitate early reading,problem identification and 

instructional continuity. No statistical data are available on the 

program. 

Humphrey (1971) designated a reading program that would mobilize 

many areas of a school's operations. A directionality of purpose and 

approach to the instructional process was outlined. However, a field

tested study was not conducted to portray its effectiveness as a 

reading program approach. 

The Golfview Program (1972), called Correlated Reading Instruction 

and Inservice Training, utilized an individually prescribed reading 

lab program with on-going inservice training for teachers. There were 

no statistical data presented for the program. 

Singular approaches in specialized reading areas were also reviewed 

and analyzed. After an extensive investigation of the relatio~ship 

between auditory discrimination and reading achievement, Dykstra (1968) 
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found relatively low correlations (under .43) between discrimination 

and word recognition. He concluded that developing the auditory 

discrimination of pupils will not be sufficient to insure their learning 

to read. Wheeler and Wheeler (1970) also found correlations between 

auditory discrimination and reading in the same range as Dykstra and 

concluded that at the intermediate grade level there was no reason to 

believe a substantial relationship existed between discrimination and 

reading. 

Reynolds (1953) gave elementary students tests for blending and 

word-pair discrimination. Although he found blending ability not 

highly related to reading (r = .10 to .40), he found word-pair 

discrimination to be more closely related to reading level. However, 

when multiaudle analysis was partialed out, the correlations were not 

significant. He concluded that none of the measures of auditory 

discrimination adds significantly to multiaudle analysis for purposes 

of prediction. 

Robinson (1972) compared reading progress of third grade pupils 

with varying degrees of low-high auditory and visual abilities with a 

sight versus phonic approach. It was found that neither method for 

teaching reading surpassed the other. Only one significant difference 

was found; the sight group scored less than one point higher on one test 

than the phonics group. Other mean score differences were not significant. 

Literature Pertaining to Programs Utilizing 

Reading Centers and Reading Clinics 

Engh (1972) described an "Inner City's 'total' Approach" of a 

reading center program. While improvement in a child's reading skill 
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is central, the program has a much broader impact, helping the child 

develop mentally, emotionally, and in personality. However, no profes-

sional or statistically documented assessment is available on the program. 

The Topeka Reading Clinic report (1971) has identified its reading 

centers, clinics, and services program as one of diagnosing reading 

disabilities and designing remedial programs. The remedial reading 

teachers affiliated with the clinic give inservice training to reading 

teachers in the schools in such skills as diagnosing t~aching techni-

ques, choosing materials, and writing learning sequences. Students 

showed an average gain in reading level of 2.98 months per program 

month as measured by the standard reading inventory. In 1969-70, 845 

students showed an average gain of 1.9 months per month in the program 

for grades 4, 5, and 6. 

The literature reveals that the idea of a clinic for reading 

instruction is not new.· Sherk (1968) reported that: 

The first clinic for remedial instruction which came to 
the attention of the writer was established in 1921 at the 
University of California, Los Angeles. Grace M. Fernald who 
had previously been working with deficient readers was 
eventually given a room in the University Training School, 
From this developed The Clinic School which later became 
part of the University Psychology Department. Other univer
sities had not yet developed speci.al reading clinics such as 
those that became numerous in the period from 1950-1965. 

Some public school systems, however, were laying the 
groundwork for later developments (p. 352). 

Sherk also quotes Gray from an earlier publication as follows: 

In order to provide classroom teachers with expert help, 
several cities have established educational clinics where 
detailed diagnostic studies are made and have also provided 
a special room where remedial instruction is given (1922). 

Because the needs of many poor readers cannot be deter
mined readily through classroom diagnosis, institutions and 
school systems in increasing numbers are establishing educa
tional clinics. These clinics are rendering a very valuable 



service as shown by the work of Baker and Leland in Detroit, 
Betts in Shaker Heights, Ohio, and Witty at Northwestern 
University. 

The term 'clinic' was still used loosely in the period 
1935-1940 to cover many situations, psychological and educa
tional. However, having reading clinics in the public 
schools evidently was the be~inning of a trend, according 
to Smith, in this period. A glimpse of the status of reading 
clinics can be obtained by this quotation which appears in 
the Thirty-.Sixth Yearbook, ~ 1, ~ ~ National Society 
1£! ~Study of Education, published in 1937. 

The tendency to establish reading clinics for intensive 
study of serious cases of reading disability is one of the 
newer developments associated with improved supervision of 
reading. In one city at least three reading clinics have 
been established. In another city remedial classes under 
cadet teachers have been organized in junior high schools 
and senior high schools; furthermore, reading clinics for 
elementary schools and junior high schools have been estab
lished and provisions have been made for training teachers 
in remedial reading. The practices in these cities illustrate 
the tendency to make the best possible use of clinical methods 
of diagnosis in the discovery of causes of reading. (p. 352). 
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Churchill (1968) suggests that reading clinics derive their exis-

tence from the needs of the school reading program. When students are 

unable for diverse reasons to progress satisfactorily through the 

regular developmental reading program, there is a need to provide 

diagnostic and remedial procedures which will enable the student to 

read at a level that could be expected of him. If remedial instruction 

is to be effective, the clinic cannot function as an isolated island 

for retarded readers but must be cognizant of the st~ents' school 

environment, work close~y with classroom teachers, and utilize multi-

disciplinary talents in helping students. The clinic program is 

justified to the degree that it cont.ributes to effective resolutions 

of reading difficulties. 

Churchill continues to point out that: 

the clinic has a responsibility to each student to see that 
pertinent and clear communication occurs among clinic, teacher 



principal, parent, and student so that diagnostic findings 
and instructional recommendations are implemented. The 
instructional and emotional needs of the student must be of 
common knowledge and emphasis in regular classroom activities 
as well as in the clinic (1968, p. 368). 

Humphrey again declares that: 

Communication is a vital part of the management functions. 
Plans or innovations cannot be achieved until they are 
communicated to those who will have a part in implementing 
them. If the whole team is involved in setting objectives, 
then communication will be more efficient because all are 
informed of the plans for the reading program. Communica
tion is only one important factor in a successful reading 
program (1971, p. 4). 

The Milwaukee Public Schools (1966) have operated a reading 

improvement program in numerous centers for a number of years. These 

centers take the reader at his present level of achievement and allow 

him to move as rapidly as possible to a level of reading achievement 
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commensurate with his potential or capacity. Special activities invol-

ving small groups and individual instruction are included. Each pupil 

is helped to see evidence of his own improvement. It is also considered 

important to increase his self-image, motivation, and direction. Pupils 

in the evaluation sample who received the added services of the reading 

center together with its special help in reading made a mean gain of 

five months in a 3~ month period. 

Literature Related to Learning Theories 

From Which the Coordinated Laboratory-

Classroom Approach was Considered 

The instructional approach of a Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom 

Approach discloses a learning theory similar to the integration of 

activities characterized in Gestalt Psychology. The literature cited 

in this section is comparable to the integrated approaches of Gestalt 
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Psychology in conjunction with the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom 

Approach to the teaching of reading. 

Shubkugle (1970) declares that "Reading is an aspect of the total 

language emergent process. It is not a set of skills to be studied 

apart (p. 8). She concludes that "Reading is an integral part of the 

teaching-learning process and to isolate it does damage to the basic 

theory from which our basic teaching practices originate" (p. 8). 

Southgate and Roberts (1970) have ascertained that: 

The teacher who is helping the child to master the task 
of learning to read is doing so in a particular situation. 
Numerous factors present in this situation are related 
both directly and indirectly to the teacher's choice to 
an approach to reading. Among the broader background 
features of the reading environment should be listed the 
type of school or educational institution in which the 
reading is to take place and the area in which it is 
situated. At a closer level, pbysical features of the 
actual space in which the learning will be undertaken, 
such as the size of the room, the furniture and fixtures, 
and the space available for the movement of the children 
are all relevant. The number of other children present 
in the teaching-learning situation, and the ways in which 
they resemble or differ from the child in question, also 
represent important factors in the environment. But the 
situation which represents the teaching-learning unit is 
not merely an inanimate backcloth made up of room, furni
ture, and other children, in front of which teacher and 
child concentrate on task. The 'climate of the school' 
and the beliefs of the teacher combine to produce, within 
this physical environment, a definite pattern of proce
dures. This is a dynamic situation, of which the teacher, 
the learner, and the task are integral parts comes into 
existence. Accordingly not only the separate features of 
the environment but also their interactions within this 
dynamic situation constitute important factors influencing 
children's reading progress (p. 56). 

Humphrey (1971) expressed that the management of a reading program 

should be based on objectives rather than tasks. There are eight 

functions that apply to successful management: planning, organization, 

staffing, direction, control, innovation, representation, and communi-

cation, The R3C concept (reading coordinator, committee, reading center) 
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is helpful to delegate the responsibilities for the reading program to 

individuals or smaller groups. The coordinator would act as the leader 

of the reading program. Teachers from different grade levels should be 

put on the reading committee to help and advise the coordinator. The 

school reading center would contain materials available to all teachers 

in the school. Its function would be to help the teachers achieve the 

goals of the reading program by m~king them aware of what resources are 

available, improving the center environment and simplifying check-out 

procedure. The principal would meet with the reading committee to 

analyze needs and agree on goals, then the coordinator might begin 

detailed planning and other functions with the reading committee. All 

goals are mobilized to motivate the total student population. 

William James (1890) minimized the role of inner driving forces as 

the source of human motivation. For James, motivation resid~s in an 

act of will or determination "Begin with the line of his natural 

interests, and offer him objects that have some immediate connection 

with these" (p. 69), 

Dewey (1913) felt constrained tb emphasize that interest and effort 

are not contradictory, but that effort is naturally founded upon interest. 

Thorndike (1906) recognized interest as a motivating force. 

We depend upon interests to furnish the motives for the 
acquisition of knowledge and for the formation of right 
habits of thought and action , . . The probl~m of interest 
in teaching is not whether children shall learn with 
interest or without it; they never learn without it; but 
what kind of interest it shall be; and from what the 
interest was derived. When an individual is attracted 
by the intrinsic qualities of the work, his interests 
may be called immediate or intrinsic; when the work does 
not interest him in and of itself bu~ only by its conse
quences or connections, the interests may be called 
derived (pp. 51, 54). 



Kilpatrick (1925) stressed the need for intrinsic motivational 

incentives that are superior to extrinsic incentives. Kilpatrick 

gives three reasons for preferring them: 

When we engage in an activity in answer to a merely 
extraneous and extrinsic incentive we are interested not 
primarily in the activity but in the incentive. We are 
concerned in having children build up interests in what 
they do for its own sake and not for an extrinsic incen
tive. Activity intrinsically interesting· leads to a 
unified or integrated self (p. 292). 

This integration and unification of activities is characterized 

in Gestalt Psychology. Wertheimer (1945) defined a Gestalt as: 

a whole the behavior of which is not determined by 
that of its individual elements but where the part pro
cesses are themselves determined by the intrinsic nature 
of such wholes (p. 112). 
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Duncan (1953) examines more definitively the actual instructional 

approach to Gestalt theory by his summarization that "we tend to see 

the whole pattern before-we see the part of it .•. This tendency to 

see "wholes" is emphasized in the Gestalt hypothesis" (p. 53). 

Recapitulation 

The review of the literature for this chapter was organized into 

three main areas: (1) literature pertaining to singular approaches, 

(2) programs utilizing reading centers and reading clinics with data, 

and (3) literature related to the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom 

Approach. 

In this review of selected literature, special attention was given 

to literature in the field of reading exhibiting a·high level of 

approachability to a Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach. The 

literature review indicated the following concepts. 



1. The research related to this study yielded few or no 

statistical treatment results. 

2. Attention was given to the identification of several 

concepts of learning theory to reading instructional 

programs. 

3. Most of the available literature centered around reading 

centers or ~eading clinics. 

4. The literature implied that studies available on a concept 

similar to the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach 

were limited. 
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Although hundreds of reading programs and research were analyzed, 

only the research which appeared pertinent to the Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach were selected for the review of the. literature. To 

conclude, the research appears to be remiss in this particular area of 

reading curriculum design and innovation. Hence, this research 

examines the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach, and its effects 

in the realm of reading education. 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

This study was undertaken to measure the effects of a Coordinated 

Laboratory-Classroom Approach to the teaching of reading in grades 3, 

4, and 5. This chapter will provide a description of the subjects, 

treatment of the subjects, instrumentation, and the method of collection. 

Subjects 

Permission to study the effects of a Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach to reading as compared to the traditionally-oriented 

reading instruction was granted on August 26, 1974 (see Appendix A). 

Permission was also granted on this date for use of the school system 

computers to seek the statistical and data collection service to 

identify a matched experimental school for the treatment school under 

study. 

A comparison school was identified by the Division of Research and 

Evaluation Services utilizing the characteristics of: school size, based 

on official enrollment reports; academic achievement of pupils, based on 

third grade through sixth grade results on the Iowa 1£!! of Basic 

Skills; educational level of the parents and family income level, both 

based on information contained in the County Assessor's annual enumera

tion data; and geographic residence of bussed-in pupils, based on 

computerized transportation lists. It was the conclusion of the 
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research specialists of the school district that while no other elemen

tary school matched the treatment school perfectly, Caldwell Elementary 

School probably came closer on the above listed measure (see Appendix B). 

School Principals in both selected schools were notified of the impending 

research study to be conducted. 

Students in grades 3, 4, and 5 of the two elementary schools 

comprised the subjects for this study. Approximately 300 subjects 

provided data for the investigation which comprised the experimental 

and control groups. The entire student population in grades 3, 4, and 

5 of the experimental and control groups were tested. 

The control group was identified by computer analysis provided by 

the Research and Evaluation Division of the Wichita Public Schools. The 

experimental and control groups are housed in two elementary schools in 

Wichita, Kansas. 

Students in the experimental school received the treatment of a 

Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach to the teaching of reading. 

The students in the coritrol school received traditional reading 

instruction. 

None of the subjects were informed beforehand that they were to be 

given reading examinations. Neither were any of the students told 

beforehand that they w0uld be involved in a special reading program. 

Even after the pre-tests had been conducted, no indication was given 

to the experimental or control group that they would soon be involved 

in a special reading program. 
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Treatment ~ ~ Subjects 

The young reader can be helped to sense the significance and scope 

of reading through a total curriculum reading program which integrates 

all disciplines and combines the efforts of staff, pupils, and community. 

This heading describes the implementation of a Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach for the teaching of reading. 

The program included four categories: (1) intensive needs assess

ment; (2) project identification and implementation; (3) affective 

dimension; and (4) involvement of the community. 

Formal and informal discussion sessions with the staff were used 

to take a thorough look at the reading needs of students at Garrison 

School. Questionnaires were sent to parents to discover their concerns 

about their children's reading needs. Teachers who were not connected 

to the reading project used a checklist while interviewing teachers 

who were involved in the program (see Appendix I). Students were 

interviewed and given reading questionnaires to determine their 

attitudes toward reading. Standardized skill tests in reading vocabu

lary and comprehension were analyzed. Special areas of concern 

identified from the standardized tests were noted for later diagnosis 

by the staff. The data were collected and presented to the entire 

staff for evaluation and planning. 

Following the needs assessment, a coordinated laboratory-classroom 

system approach was begun. The reading laboratory was used as the focal 

point for teachers and students, providing materials for the classroom 

teacher, before and after school service for students, guided individual 

instruction for students with targeted reading problems, large group 

instruction in reading enrichment, small center areas for pleasure 
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reading, and manipulative materials for students. To encourage and 

expedite communication to and from the classroom and within the 

community, the special reading teacher's efforts were low-key, whether 

in a supportive role to other teachers or in a directive role in the 

classroom. 

Constant communication among all persons involved in the project 

was essential to its success. Monthly "rap" sessions by the staff 

helped keep track of organizational goals. 

Both the lab and the classroom used diagnosis and treatment in the 

areas of phonetic·analysis, structural analysis, vocabulary development, 

comprehension, and study skills. Teachers pre-tested and continuously 

retaught, then post-tested critical areas. The prescriptive component 

of the program approached basic reading skills through letter recognition, 

common noun pictures, basic sight words, and phonetic analysis. Tasks 

progressed from easy to difficult and encouraged maximum student involve

ment. The complementary prescriptive system consisted of kits teaching 

auditory-visual discrimination, phonetic analysis, structural analysis, 

and vocabulary development. These kits provided sequential training 

and extended practice for those students who had not mastered these 

skills. 

An instrumentation system, using basic sight vocabulary word 

phrases and discovery spelling on film, stressed visual retention and 

word memory by sequence learning. Special visual machines provided 

students with a variety of perceptual experiences. The system attempted 

to develop positive attitude~ in students about their ability to learn. 

Most importantly, all of these systems and approaches were refer

enced to each other and to the multilevel reading tests (see Appendix C). 
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A teacher could refer to several prescriptive approaches for any single 

child. The behavioral reading objectives found in classroom planning 

books were referenced to an interdisciplinary approach (see Appendix J). 

For example, the science unit on chemical reactions using a student

prepared cooking lesson was structured for purposeful reading instruc

tion. The reading of ingredient labels, the intent of the recipe, and 

even the sequential process of left-right or up-down columnar reading 

were integrated into the lesson. The physical education program was 

used to help teach directionality~ laterality, spatial relations, and 

left-right and hand-over-hand coordination. 

Some of the features of the total curriculum reading program were 

the library media center, the use of typewriters, a school postal 

system, pleasure reading areas, photography, and music. 

In establishing the library media center, the whole concept of the 

traditional library program was changed to meet new demands. Increased 

instructional time in the library was given to all classes. Listening 

and viewing areas were set up with tapes~ filmstrip viewers, 8mm films, 

and records for small groups who were sent to the library. A "Learning 

Center Library" was created to break up the traditional library formality. 

A library game interaction program was set up for students. A library 

checkout service was made available to the community before and after 

school. A storytelling hour before school was begun. Interest in books 

was sustained by the increased use of color and realia items. A paper

back book section became operational. 

Typewriters for classrooms were donated from non-school sources, 

borrowed from surrounding high schools, and purchased by interested 

supporters in the community. An electric typewriter was donated for use 
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in the kindergarten room. Manual dexterity skills were gained by 

students involved in typewriter instruction. Finger placement, key 

structure, and typing skills were taught to all students by classroom 

teachers and parent aides. Students began typing storie~ assignments, 

letters, and high frequency words with their new skill. 

A school postal system was established to encourage writing skill 

development and language expression among students. Students set up 

their postal station in the central hallway using their own postal 

service insignia, commemorative stamp charts, and even "wanted" posters. 

Letter forms and envelopes were mimeographed. The school's own postage 

stamps with adhesive backing were printed by a local printing company 

that donated its services. Classroom mailboxes were made by the school 

custodian from empty boxes and were anchored near the doorways for easy 

access. Students handled all phases of delivery and letter cancella

tion, learning alphabetizing and sorting skills while carrying out their 

roles in the post offi~e. The significant aspect of the post office 

revealed itself in cooperation and understanding between primary and 

intermediate grade students in the above-mentioned areas. 

Bathtubs with cushions, picnic tables with colorful awnings for 

springtime reading, thirty gallon paper barrels with cutout sides for 

"sit in" reading, a parachute hung from the ceiling for "drop in" 

reading, and carpets made by students for individual reading areas 

were all places where students enjoyed books. Small electrical spools 

donated by a local electrical firm were used for small reading circles. 

Overstuffed chairs and sofas, tables, and lamps were donated by parents 

who were interested in the reading space concept. 
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Photographs of students involved in daily activities were displayed 

in an effort to enhance individual and group self-concept" Many photo

graphs were provided by the local newspaper which had run several stories 

on this school's programs throughout the year" Special school activities 

were also photographed by students with Polaroid cameras and displayed 

in the foyer for all students to see. Periodically, photographs were 

given to students for their personal enjoyment. 

A close association between reading and music instruction was 

heightened with analogous concepts of expression, lyrics-poetry, meter

fluency, tempo~reading rate, choral readings, and so on. Music instruc

tion branched out from the traditional classroom techniques to guitar 

instruction, whole school "song fests," visits by local rock groups, 

contemporary music instruction, and use of banjos, guitars and percus

sion instruments by students. The vocal music instructor offered a 

complementary component to the reading effort with music's many synonymous 

concepts. Music vocabulary was taught with a "password" game made by 

the teacher. Rhythm, voice inflection, accents, listening skills, and 

expression all were focused to support the integrated reading program. 

The Affective Dimension 

The staff felt they wanted to explore the elements of affective 

teaching, including institutional humaneness and the positive learning 

climate of a school. The staff written program was headlined "We're 

Glad You're Here." 

The Headlined words were on floor mats, bulletin boards, doors, 

and pupil name tags. They were high-lighted on a twelve foot (3.5m) 
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banner placed in the front foyer. There were "I'm Glad You're Here" 

stamps for each teacher to use on pupils' daily work. 

The "We're Glad You're Here" phrase was a way of life involving 

parents, teachers, pupils, secretaries, and the custodian in an effort 

to really listen to pupils and let them know that the adults in school 

heard them, The staff wanted the children to be involved in their own 

education. They felt that such an atmosphere would bring self-control 

among students and enhance learning more than crises discipline could. 

Here are some of the suggestions for improving self-concept and 

developing the theme 11We're Glad You're Here": 

Whenever the opportunity presents itself, "I'm Glad You're Here" 
stamps are used for students' papers. 

E thnic bulletin boards a~d human relations materials are used 
extensively. 

R emember special days and needs of children in your classroom. 

E mphasize successes rather than failures. 

G ive pupils tasks which are within their range of competence and 
ability. 

L isten to pupils and let them know you hear them by reflecting 
what they said. This says, "I'm Glad You're Here." 

A cknowledge deviations from acceptable behavior without condemning 
the child. 

Do take positive dis~ussions of children into the teacher's 
lounge. 

Y our assignments should have a relevant purpose. 

0 n tests and quizzes, mark number correct rather than number wrong. 

U nderwrite positive actions of your students by sending at least 
one positive postcard to parents each semester during the school 
term. 

R emember to appeal to self~esteem and discipline rather than use 
coercion for maintenance of classroom order. 

E nthusiasm toward a child's success builds more successes. 
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H ave an identification of three goals you will strive for in under
standing children and improving instruction. 

E ntertain at least three compliments daily in your classroom. 

Reveal ways pupils can change failure into success. 

E ncourage self-discipline in your classroom. 

Birthdays of all students were organized chronologically by data 

processing into the nine month school term. Students with summer, 

holiday and weekend birthdays were given "un-birthdays" which coincided 

with the school term. In this manner, all students were involved in 

the birthday club. 

A special letter addressed to the student was mailed to the home 

several days before the birthday. The student was requested to present 

the letter to the teacher. The teacher took the class to the birthday 

book so they could watch while the birthday student signed the book. 

Several students, upon viewing their signature in the birthday book 

from the preceding year, have co~mented on how their writing skills had 

improved. The birthday club book had provided a comparison. 

Students who were absent from school were sent colorful postcards 

saying "Your presence is the signal for our class to move forward," 

with a traffic light emblazoned across the card front. Intermediate 

students who showed unusual typing proficiency helped with typing the 

daily attendance reminders. The daily absenteeism was appreciably 

reduced from the preceding year. 

To encourage self-reliant behavior in the students and reduce regi-

mentation, all class bells were removed and students were encouraged to 

proceed from classroom work areas to all other areas of the school 

without lines of boys and girls. 
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Community Involvement 

To insure community understanding, special night meetings were 

held. Each teacher had an opportunity to have parents proceed through 

classroom learning centers and discuss the school's positive learning 

programs. Fifteen to eighteen parents were enlisted to help the class

room teachers on a regular basis with individual and small group work 

and clerical duties. 

Mothers with infants who were unable to come to the school to serve 

as aides were enlisted in a special homebound service of sewing carpet 

squares, making learning games, and doing special artwork for classroom 

related activities. 

The Parent-Teachers Association was charged with forming new 

school, parent, and teacher objectives. 

The librarian, counselor, speech clinician, lunchroom aides, 

secretary, parents, principal, teachers, and even the building custodian 

were included in the total effort. The school secretary displayed 

trust, helpfulness, and assistance to students in making change, 

giving direction, assisting the school nurse with bruises and abrasions, 

comforting the tearful child who lost a permission slip, and assisting 

the classroom teacher and the principal. 

Students saw auxiliary staff personnel, with books in their hands 

at coffee breaks, interacting with students by asking, "What is your 

favorite book?" or "Have you finished reading that book you were telling 

me about last week? I've finished mine." The special reading teacher~ 

the library media center instructor~ and the principal were involved at 

every level of planning~ organizing and budgeting. Counselors, speech 

clinicians, and school nurses formed a vital auxiliary team which identi-
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fied, prescribed, and carried out referral decisions on students with 

special needs. Lunchroom aides had a favorable opportunity to interact 

positively with students about the enjoyment of books while reducing 

negative verbal strokes at the same time. 

There are enormous possibilities built into the total reading curri

culum program. The entire school learning environment emphasized that, 

"Reading is fun, school is fun and enjoyable. You can be a part of it." 

Instrumentation 

.An introduction was given to the experimental school staff to 

explain that a research study was to be conducted in their school for 

grades 3, 4, and 5 as part of the program at the school. 

The~~.~ Basic Skills (Form 5) standardized achievement 

test already utilized by the students in the district was identified 

to measure reading vocabulary and reading comprehension on a pre-post 

test format. The Estes .Attitude Scale in Reading was identified to 

measure on a pre-post test format the affective-attitudinal domain of 

the students. 

The skills measured by the ~ Test ~ Basic Skills are classified 

into five major areas: vocabulary, reading, language, workstudy, and 

mathematics. .A single comprehensive test is provided in each of the 

first two areas. Separate subtests are provided for each of four 

aspects of language development: spelling, capitalization, punctuation, 

and usage. Three subtests in the workstudy area are concerned with map 

reading, reading graphs and tables, and knowledge and use of references. 

In the area of mathematics; separate subtests are provided for mathe

matics concepts and problem solving. 
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Each test is continuous, covering the range of achievement develop

ment in the elementary school, Six overlapping levels of each test were 

assembled by combining blocks or modules of test items, each representing 

an increasingly higher level of skills development. For example, the 

six levels of the Vocabulary Test are structured by combining ten blocks 

of items. 

This overlap of items between successive grades reflects the over

lap in the objectives and content of instruction and provides appro

priate continuity in measurement corresponding to that in instruction. 

All six levels of each of the elementary subtests are contained 

in a single booklet. The 96-page booklet contains a total of 1,232 

test items. The numbers of items per level range from 374 for Level 9 

to 507 for Level 14. 

The organization of the battery is presented in Appendix D. It 

will be seen in this table, for example, that the booklet contains 178 

items on reading comprehension. Items 1-60 constitute the Level 9 test, 

items 12-79 (a total of 68 items) make up the test for Level 10, etc. 

There is thus one continuous test of 178 items for all levels, but 

pupils taking each level begin and stop at different points in the test. 

The subjects of this study were only tested with: Test V, Reading 

Vocabulary (17 minutes) and Test R, Reading Comprehension (55 minutes). 

See Appendixes D and E for the explanation of: 

1. Construction of the Individual Tests 

A. Description of Levels 

B. Test V - Vocabulary 

C. Test R - Reading Comprehension 



2. Reliability of the Test Scores 

A. Methods of Determining, Reporting, and Using 

Reliability Data 

B. Split-Halves Reliability Analysis 

C. Stability of Scores 

Attitudinal Measurement 

Development in the affective domain today is widely accepted as 

a viable objective of educational institutions. The evaluation of 

effective constructs is a pre-requisite to further development of 

teaching methodology in the affective domain. 
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The Estes Attitude Scale was chosen for this study to serve as the 

basis for attitude evaluation.· The Estes Scales to Measure Attitudes 

Toward School Subjects consist of five 15-item Likert-type scales. 

Each of the five scales assesses attitude toward one of five content 

areas. Each 15-item scale may be administered separately and indepen

dently or the entire battery may be given at one sitting. Time of 

administration for the 75-item scale averages 20 minutes. Attitude 

toward a content area is here defined as a liking for or dislike of a 

given subject. Thus favorable attitude is evidenced by verbal state

ments of that nature, tendency to choose and apply oneself conscientiously 

in subject-related activities, and belief in the value of the subject 

(see Appendix G). It is true that the observant teacher can often 

identify those students who feel positively or negatively toward his 

content area, and the Estes Scales will generally confirm those obser

vations. The primary value of the scales is that they (1) provide an 



indication of degree of favorableness or unfavorableness toward a 

subject area, and (2) are capable of indicating incremental change 

over a period of time. 

Before a test can be used with confidence, it is first necessary 

to carefully examine the evidence of its validity. Simply stated, 

"a test possesses validity to the extent that it measures what it 

claims to measure'' (Best, 1970, p. 193). 

Content Validity 
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The Estes Attitude Scale test manual indicated that the content 

validity of each scale statement was carefully assessed by the "intuitive 

rational method'' des~ribed by Rase and Goldberg (1967) to determine 

its probable relevance to the underlying attitude of interest. Items 

judged both to measure a broad range of content in each subject area 

and to have high face validity from the point of view of potential 

respondents were selected for trial administration. "On the basis of 

this informal assessment, a total of 150 items, 30 for each of the five 

target attitudes were subsequently used for the preliminary form of the 

scales" (Estes and Johnstone, 1974, p. 222). Each 30-item scale was 

administered to approximately 600 students. Item analyses were performed 

on these data and the 20 items which discriminated most highly between 

high scoring and low scoring subjects on each scale were retained for 

further refinement and testing. 

Convergent Validity 

To investigate the convergent validity of the Estes Attitude Scales, 

Johnstone (1974) collected data on six criteria from sample respondents, 

(see Appendix H). 



Method of Collection 

Students in grades 3, 4, and 5 in the experimental and control 

schools were pre-tested in September and post-tested in May with the 

~ .~.Bi Basic Skills and the Estes Attitude Scales. 

Statistical Analysis of Data 

Reading Vocabulary and Comprehension 

The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) was used to process the 

statistical data. The multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 

procedure was used to determine whether differences in vocabulary and 

reading comprehension were actually attributed to the method of 

instruction. 
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This statistical test was used since the response variables are 

probably not independent. Only if the multivariate analysis of variance 

supports the existence of a difference between the traditional approach 

and Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach is it statistically valid 

to investigate in which dimension this difference was generated. 

Hypotheses that were supported at an observed significance level of 

.10 were accepted. 

To ease analysis, an equal number of observations in every grade 

of each school was randomly drawn leaving 23 observations in each cell. 

Further analysis was conducted to see if there was an interaction between 

variables to identify if there was a difference in gain scores that was 

due to differences in students. An F test was conducted to determine if 

there was an interaction between variables of students and methodology. 



Grade Level 

Grade 3 

Grade 4 

Grade 5 

Attitudinal~ 

TABLE I 

CHART INDICATING NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 
BY GRADE LEVEL 

Experimental Group 
Garrison School 

28 

23 

25 

Control Group 
Caldwell School 

38 

37 

26 
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Students names were not required on the attitudinal response survey 

forms. The testers felt that students would be more spontaneous in 

their responses if their identity was anonymous. Consequently, gain 

scores are not available to analyze. 

An equal number of students were required in every grade level for 

each school in order to use the analysis of variance test. Twenty-three 

students were randomly chosen from every grade level and their scores 

were used in the analysis. 

A three-way analysis of variance was used to analyze the attitude 

data. The variables and their levels were: 

1. Methodology 

2. Time Tests - September (Pre) and May (Post) 

3. Grade levels 3, 4, and 5 
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In order to determine whether students' attitudes changed signifi

cantly from one school to the next, the dependent variable used in the 

analysis was the time by methodology interaction. 

The overall research question is stated as follows: Do reading 

test scores and attitudes of students change significantly when 

instructed by the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach as compared 

to traditional reading instruction? This difference is measured by 

the time and methodology interaction. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The analyses of data for this research are reported as they relate 

to each of the hypotheses under study. Hypotheses with an observed 

significance level of .10 were rejected. 

Hypothesis I 

When gain scores on the Iowa Test of ~ Skills/Comprehension 

and the ~ ~ of Basic Skills/Vocabulary are considered jointly, 

there is no significant difference between students instructed through 

the traditional approach and students instructed through the Coordinated 

Laboratory-Classroom Approach to reading. 

~ Res~lts 

This hypothesis was tested by a multivariate analysis of variance. An 

F value of 2.13 was produced which had an observed significance level 

of .10. Since this observed significance level equaled the rejection 

level of the study, the hypothesis was rejected. That is, there is a 

significant difference between the traditional approach and the 

Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach--at least on the combined 

dimensions of vocabulary and comprehension. Given this result, it is 

pertinent to investigate whether this difference appeared in vocabulary, 
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comprehension, or both. Hypothesis II examines the dimension of 

reading comprehension, while the dimension of vocabulary is examined 

by Hypothesis III. 

Hypothesis II 

There is no significant difference between the mean gain score on 

the~~~ Basic Skills/Comprehension for all students instructed 

through the traditional approach and the mean gain score on the ~ 

1£!! .~ Basic Skills/Comprehension for a 11 students instructed through 

the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach. 

Student 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

TABLE II 

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE: COMPUTATION OF MEAN GAIN 
SCORE FOR COMPREHENSI0N/GARR1SON-EXPERIMENTAL 

GRADE THREE STUDENTS 

Score on Pre-Test Score on Post-Test 

65% 77% 

72% 75% 

70% 85% 

63% 61% 

54% 88% 

Sum 

Mean gain score = 62% ~ 12.4% 
5 

Gain Score 

+12% 

+ 3% 

+15% 

- 2% 

+34% 

+62% 

Individual pre- and post-test scores were computed, gain score 

difference realized, gain score differen~e summed and divided by number 

of respondents. 



.lli!.S! Res u 1 t s 

Descriptive statistics bearing upon Hypothesis II are presented 

in Table III. 

TABLE III 

MEAN GAIN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 
PRE- AND POST~TESTS FOR IOWA TEST OF BASIC 

SKILLS/COMPREHENSION BY INSTRUCTIONAL 
APPROACH AND GRADE LEVEL 

Garrison - Experimental Caldwell - Control 
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Standard Deviation Standard Deviation 
Grade N Mean Pre Post N Mean Pre Post 

3 28 12.43 12.36 8.06 38 7.00 8.35 9.29 

4 23 7.60 12.66 10.69 37 6.69 12.54 12.53 

5 25 6.30 18.74 14.09 26 6.39 17.26 17.76 

The hypothesis was tested by an analysis of variance over all grades. 

Standard deviation scores in a pre- and post-test format are presented. 

The analysis of variance test yielded an F score of 3.386, which had 

an observed significance level of .06. Since the level of rejection 

has been set at .10, the hypothesis of no significant difference must 

be rejected. Therefore, under the conditions of the statistical test, 

a significant difference was observed between the mean gain score on 

the~~ .2.!: Ba'sic Skills/Comprehension for all students instructed 

through the traditional approach and the mean gain score on the ~ 

~.~Basic Skills/Comprehension for all students instructed through 
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the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach. The mean gain score 

difference between students taught by the traditional method and students 

taught by the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach are: Grade 3 

(+5.43), Grade 4 (+.91), and Grade 5 (-.09). The scores indicate a 

significant difference in gain score between the traditional and 

Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach in grade level 3. A lesser 

difference in mean gain score in grade 4 and a .09 increase in mean 

gain score is noted for the traditional approach to reading as opposed 

to a Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach in grade 5. 

This examination of the means of Table III revealed that two of 

the three grade levels instructed through the Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach scored higher than students receiving traditional 

reading instruction. Grade level 5 favored the traditional approach 

to reading with the difference occurring in the second decimal place. 

On the basis of the difference in scores, the Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach is especially favored in grade 3 and decreasingly 

so in grade 4. Grade 5 reveals a slight gain for the traditional 

approach to reading. 

Hypothesis III 

There is no significant difference between the mean gain score 

on the ~ ~ of Basic Skills/Vocabulary for all students instructed 

through the traditional approach and the mean gain score on the ~ 

~ of Basic Skills/Vocabulary for all students instructed through 

the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach. 



J2!S! Results 

Describing statistics citing Hypothesis III are presented in 

Table III. 

TABLE IV 

MEAN GAIN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
PRE- AND POST-TESTS FOR IOWA TEST OF BASIC 

SKILLS/VOCABULARY BY INSTRUCTIONAL 
APPROACH AND GRADE LEVEL 

Garrison - Experimental Caldwell - Control 
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Standard Deviation Standard Deviation 
Grade N Mean Pre Post N Mean Pre Post 

3 28 8.17 8.39 7.23 38 6.65 8.98 8.17 

4 23 8.60 10.94 12.15 37 5.26 13.47 12.49 

5 25 6.91 15.86 13.34 26 4.78 16.68 15.78 

The hypothesis was tested by an analysis of variance over all grades 

pooled. Pre- and post-test standard deviation scores are also presented. 

The analysis of variance test yielded an F score of 2.659; which had an 

observed significance level of .10. The level of rejection was set at 

the .10 level. Therefore, the hypothesis of no significant difference 

must be rejected. Also, under the condition of the statistical test, 

a significant difference was observed between the mean gain score on 

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills/Vocabulary for all students instructed .-·-·-
through the traditional approach and the mean gain score on the 1.2!!! 

~ of Basic Skills/Vocabulary through the Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach. 
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Hypothesis IV 

There is no significant difference between the average change in 

Estes Attitude Scale in Reading score of students instructed through 

the traditional approach and the average change in Estes Attitude Scale 

in Reading score of students instructed through the Coordinated Labora

tory-Classroom Approach. 

~Results 

An analysis of variance was performed on the attitude data to see 

if changes in students' attitudes from the beginning to the end of the 

school year differed according to the teaching method to which they were 

exposed. This test yielded an F value of 3.386, which had an observed 

significance level of .0993. Since the level of rejection has been set 

at .. 10, the hypothesis of no significant difference must be rejected. 

Hence, under the direction of the statistical test, a significant 

difference was observed between the average change in Estes Attitude 

Scale in Reading score of students instructed through the traditional 

approach and students instructed through the Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach. Significant gains are apparent in favor of the 

Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach in all three grade levels. 

A significant decrease in gain score of students receiving reading 

instruction through a traditional approach was noted in grades 4 and 

5 of the control group. 



Garrison -
Grade 

3 

4 

5 

TABLE V 

AVERAGE ATTITUDE CHANGE FOR ESTES ATTITUDE 
SCALE IN READING BY INSTRUCTIONAL 

APPROACH AND GRADE LEVEL* 

Experiments 1 Caldwell -
N Grade N 

28 1.5714 3 38 

23 .5714 4 37 

25 3.9524 5 26 

Overa 11 Average 2.0317 
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Control 

1.3333 

-3.2380 

-6.4286 

-2.778 

~'c'Higher scores denote "better" attitudes toward the reading subject area. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 

This chapter will be organized into three areas for discussion: 

(1) Summary and Conclusions from the Hypotheses, (2) Theoretical 

Implications, and (3) Suggestions for Future Research. 

Summary 

The Introduction, Significance of the Study, Definitions, Assump

tions, Limitations, and Purpose and Design of the Study were previously 

presented. 

Two schools were identifieq by the Director of Research and 

Evaluation of the Wichita Public Schools, Kansas. The schools were 

matched according to size, academic achievement based on results from 

the ..!.2!! ~ .2.£: Basic Skills, educational level of parents, and family 

income level. The Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach was admini

stered to students at Garrison School, while traditional reading instruc

tion was used with students at Caldwell School. 

Pre- and post-tests were administered to approximately 300 students 

in grades 3, 4, and 5 in both Garrison and Caldwell Elementary Schools. 

Pre- and post-test forms of the Estes Attitude Scale in Reading were 

used to measure affective attitudinal characteristics of the students. 
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Hypothesis .! 

When gain scores on the ~!!!! 2! Basic Skills/Comprehension 

and the ~ ~ 2! Basic Skills/Vocabulary are considered jointly, 

there is no significant difference between students instructed through 

the traditional approach and students instructed through the Coordinated 

Laboratory-Classroom Approach to reading. 

Conclusion. There is a difference between the traditional approach 

and the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach to the teaching of 

reading; and therefore, it is meaningful to determine the significant 

dimension of this difference. Multivariate analysis of variance was 

conducted with the test scores to analyze this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis .!! 

There is no significant difference between the mean gain score 

on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills/Comprehension for all students ---
instructed through the traditional approach and the mean gain score on 

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills/Comprehension for all students instructed ---·-
through the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach. 

Conclusion. Based on the observed significance level of .06 with 

a level of rejection set at .10, the hypothesis of no significant 

difference was reject~d. Therefore, it was concluded that students 

instructed through the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach to the 

teaching of reading yield higher gain scores in comprehension as measured 

by the ~ ~ ££ Basic Skillsp The mean scores in Table III revealed 

that in two of the three grade levels of students taught by the 
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Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach had higher gain scores in 

reading comprehension than the students taught by the traditional method. 

However, a score in the second decimal place was recorded which 

favored the traditional approach to reading in one grade level. It 

' 
can be concluded that on the basis of data analyzed that the students 

made higher gain scores in the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom 

Approach in grade three and four. 

Hypothesis ill 

There is no significant difference between the mean gain score 

on the~~ 2.i Basic Skills/Vocabulary for all students instructed 

through the traditional approach and the mean gain score on the ~ 

.!.!;!! .2.£ Basic Skills/Vocabulary for all students instructed through 

the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach. 

Conclusion, It was concluded that students receiving reading 

instruction through the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach scored 

better on the ~ ~ of Basic Skills/Vocabulary than students 

receiving traditional reading instruction. Mean gain scores of students 

who received reading instruction through the Coordinated Laboratory-

Classroom Approach were over two points higher in all grade levels than 

students who received traditional reading,instruction. 

Hypothesis IV 

There is no significant difference between the average change in 

Estes Attitude Scale in Reading score of students instructed through 

the traditional approach and the average change in Estes Attitude Scale 



in Reading score of students instructed through the Coordinated 

Laboratory-Classroom Approach. 
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Conclusion. The data reveals a wide difference in attitude changes 

between the Garrison - Experimental and Caldwell - Control group 

schools. The overall attitude change score as indicated in Table V 

clearly reveals higher average attitude gain scores for students 

receiving reading instruction through the Coordinated Laboratory

Classroom Approach. · The difference in attitude change is significant 

enough to say that the students who receive reading instruction through 

the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach have "better" or more 

positive attitudes toward the reading process than students receiving 

the traditional method. 

~· A special significance is the drop in attitude changes 

from third grade to fifth grade levels of students who received reading 

instruction through a traditional ~pproach. These data. lead this 

researcher to suggest that the longer the students remain in a program 

utilizing traditional reading instruction, the more negative the 

students become. 

Under the direction of the statistical F test with an F value 

of 3.386, which had an observed significance level of .10, the hypothesis 

was rejected. 

Theoretical Implications 

Many of the structural design changes in curriculum occurring in 

today's elementary schools have little to do with new research or 

knowledge about differing programs which integrate all disciplines and 

combine the efforts of staff, pupils, and community. Individuals must 



be cognizant that children do learn in a variety of ways; that single 

basal reading textbook approaches have little relationship to today's 

active, perceiving, evaluating school child. This discussion of the 

theoretical implications of this study will be centered around three 

categories of a Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach to the 

teaching of reading. The three categories are (1) Intensive Needs 

Assessment; (2) Project Identification and Implementation; and (3) 

Affective Dimension. 

Intensive Needs Assessment 

Silberman (1974) has stated that "It never occurs to more than a 

handful of educators to ask WHY they are doing what they are doing -
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to think seriou.sly about purposes or consequences of education" (p. 99). 

To guard against a fragmented, non-integrated approach to reading 

.instruction, one must collect data on all external and internal 

variables for evaluation and planning. Students, staff, and community 

must be involved so that there is direction and purpose with under

standing of the goals to achieve in the reading program. Sound reading 

programs cannot be "handed out," they must be formulated through inten

sive needs assessment. 

Project Identification~ Implementation 

Good teaching of reading can occur in several different settings, 

no one of which is best for all children. Thus, for growth in reading, 

a sound program offers alternative approaches to students. The 20th 

century child cannot be expected to remain at his desk while the 

passive teacher impassively attempts to teach reading skills with the 
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basal text and workbook as the single source of instruction. Children 

learn better when they have some choice about what and how they learn. 

Holistic learning is far better than piecemeal, fragmented, learning 

in a classroom of limited instructional choices. 

There is a knowledge body that can and should guide teachers as 

they plan reading programs for students. Intensive needs assessments 

must be conducted to clarify the true needs of the students and staff 

in terms of a viable and productive reading program. It is not the 

decision of what to buy. It is, however, the multiple questioning 

decisions of: who are our students, who is our community, are reading 

labs just for remediation, what about multiple modality instruction, 

idea sharing by staff, and how can we offer more instructional choices 

to our students? These questions and ideas just scratch the surface 

in a needs assessment process before implementing a reading program. 

It is a sad commentary on educational planning by administrators and 

teachers when again and again one sees evidence of the apparent disre

gard for research and assessment before the read~ng program is started. 

Affective Dimension 

This writer refers to this category as The Hidden Curriculum, 

not because it cannot be seen in action in so many of our schools 

today, but because it should be so much a part of the curriculum that 

it has no separate category placement. Plans for improving education 

do not appear to consider what happens to students in schools on a day

by-day and hour-by-hour basis. Robert (1973) says that "in our pre

occupation with broad programs and systems, we have ignored the need 

for human interaction within the schools and the personal needs of the 
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students and teachers who live there from four to ten hours a day, five 

days a week, during the school year" (p. 11). It is difficult to 

ascertain how they expect young students to learn to read fn an 

environment that denies personal interaction between students and 

teachers. All efforts should be put into action to include the element 

of affective teachin~, instructional humanness, and the positive 

learning climate of a school. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

It is suggested that for future study, individuals taking the 

Estes Attitude Scale should be identified so that gain score could 

be tabulated on individual students. 

It is also suggested that a test be given to determine the reason 

for the drop in attitude changes between grade levels in the tradi

tional school. 

A suggested replication design would resemble the model below to 

further eliminate the hidden variables in innovative research. 

Methodology Experimental Control 

School 1 2 1 2 

Grade Levels 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 

Teachers (two per grade level) (two per grade level) 

Students (20 per class) (20 per class) 

This study should also be replicated in other grade levels, inner 

city schools, at the secondary level, and using a variety of teaching 

personnel. 
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Summation £! ~ Study 

It must be recognized that children learn to read in an array of 

ways; that concrete experience is of the utmost importance to young 

students; that rote memorization and single basal instruction has 

little relationship to today' s active young student, It must also be 

recognized that children learn better when they have some choice about 

what and how they learn; that success builds success, repeated failure 

builds further failure; that holistic learning is superior to frag• 

mented, piecemeal learning. Most important of all, one must recognize 

that children differ in many ways from one another and must not be 

taught en masse, or expected to learn to read by one method or approach 

only. The findings reported in this study are of enough significance 

to indicate that the Coordinated Laboratory-Classroom Approach to 

reading instruction is a viable area of study meriting a closer 

examination by researchers and school officials. 
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WICHITA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES BUILDING 

640 North Emporia 

WICHITA, K1\NSAS 67214 

August 26, 1974 

Mr. John Conyers, Principal 
Minneha Elementary School 
701 North Webb Road 
Wichita, Kansas 67206 

Dear J olm: 

Division of Research and Evaltu~tion Services 

I indicated earlier that your rese;arch proposal had been approved 
by the Research Council. Enclosed is a copy of the proposal 
form showing the signatures of members of the Council. 

This office ~.;ill assist in identifying a matched elementary 
school as soon as data become available. . Also, if needed, 
assistance will be given in randomly selecting pupils as subjects 
for the research. 

I am looking forward to the completion of your study. The 
problem area is an important one, and the investigation should 
yield data of value to the school system and to education in 
general. If I can assist further, please let me know. 

Sincerely, · 
{' '''-,) . ' 

~ ~(_<.t;jl' ~·'\.. 
' \ ' ·, 

Ralph E. ·~alker, Director 
Research and Evaluation Services D-ivision 

cc: Dr. Lawrence Bechtold 
Dr. Donald Younglund 
Office of Elementary Education 
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July 29, 1975 

Mr. John Conyers 
2122 Gold 

WlClllTi\ PUBLIC SCIIOOLS 
EOUCATIONAL 51!1\VICES BUILDING 

640 North Emporia 

WICHrrA, KANSAS 67214 

Divhio11 of lkscurch n111l Emlualion Services 

Wichita, Kansas 67213 

Dear John: 

Subsequent to your inquiry about selecting a comparison school 
for Garrison Elementary, Dr. Ralph E; Walker, Director of Research 
and I investigated a number of possible matching characteristics for 
elementary schools within U.s.n. 259. These characteristics included 
the following: school size, based on offi·cial enrollment reports; 
academic achievement of pupils, based on. third grade through sixth 
grade results on the Iowa Test ofBasic Skills; educational level 
of parents and family income level, both based on information con
tained in the Sedgwick County assessor's armual enumeration data; 
ai1d geographic residence. of bussed in pupils, based on transporta
tion lists. 

It was our conclusion that while no other elementary school 
matched Garrison perfectly, Caldwell Elementary probably came 
closer on the above listed measures. We would recollllllend Caldwell 
for use as a comparison school in your proposed study. You 
should contact the principal of Caldwell to let him know about 
your plans. 

Good luck with your study. 

Copy to: Dr. Ralph E. Walker 

Yours truly, 

W. E. Turner 
Research Specialist 
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DESCRIPTION OF LEVELS 

L•\dS 7c 14 of the tests correspond 
roughly to chronol<•gical age. Ea.:l1 kvrlnumbcr of the.te~IS is 
the grC~dc number plus six. These relationships arc summaritcd 
below: 

Le•·et Age Grade 

Primary Battery 
Level 7 7 1.7-2.5 
LevelS R 1.(,-_u 

Level. <J lJ J 
Level 10 10 4 
Level II II 5 

Regular B;tttcry Level 12 12 6 
Level 13 13 7 
Level 14 14 8-9 

THREE TESTING PLANS 

Graded Testing 

Under this pl:tn llf usage. all pupils in each grade are assigned 
the level nf test designed f<•r that grC~dc. according to the pre· 
ceding table. This proc·cdun· has all nf tlw :1dvantages and dis
advantages whid1 result from requiring the same test bchavinr. 
of all pupils. nn matter how advanced or retarded they are in 
their development. 

Out-of-Level Testing in Groups 

This pl;m consists nf administcl"ing only one level to .a given 
group. but the dwke of level depends upon the average level 
of skills development of the grC~dc group tested. It makes better 
allowance fur the needs and abilities of groups which vary from 
the "average." 

Individualized Testing 

This plan consists of administering different levels of the tes.ts 
to different pupils in the same classroom. Any combination of 
levels may be simultaneously administered in. any organizational 
grouping ( gra<kd classrooms. p<>ds.learning ~enters, etc.). Direc
tions for administrution and time limits arc identical for all 
levels. 

All that is necessary to individuali1.e testing is to distribute 
:m answer sht•et fm tht• appropriate level for each pup1l. In re
turning answer sheets to llought01i Miftlin Scoring Service for 
pulccssing. answer sheets foi a particular grade or age group 
can he alph:•hclizcd without regard .to level. List reports from 
any of the three testing plans arc arranged iu identical fashion, 
i.e· .. they con lain the same scores, which arc comparable from 
level to level, and involve. the same. procedures for interpreta· 
tion. 
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The effects of individualized testing un pcrfonnancc will 
vary with loc:ll conditions. llndcroptimunl ~und.itions of pupi! 
mot iva tiim amlmor;1lc, results of (!radcd and illllividualitcd test
ing should be very similar. for these were the ,·ondi lions under 
whidt equivalence .of the leve.ls w:is established. 

The ,pmpose of individualit.cd testing is not systematically 
different test scores but more accurate and appropriate measure

. ment. 

THE PRIMARY BATTERY 

Levels 7 and R of the Primary Ball cry of the lnwa Tests of Basic 
Skills, Forms 5 and 6 are available as part of :l continuous longi
tudinal program. Subtests arc highly cnmparahle and score 
scales represent an extension of those fur Levels <J-14. 

Where-as the Primary lb t te 1y was designed principally for 
use in Grndes 1-J. it may also be used to extend individualit.ed 
testing downward f~om Levels 'l-14. 

EMPHASIS ON SKILLS RATHER THAN 
ON FACTUAL CONTENT 

The Iowa Tests uf Basic Skills differ from must other elemen
"iary achievement test balteries in that they :tre concerned nnly 
with generaliLcd intellectual skills and ilbilities and do not pro
vide separate measures of achievement in the content subjects, 
such as the social studics,litcrature,gcneral sdcnce, and descrip
tive geography. 

It is the authors' opinion that measures of the basic intel
lectual skills are far more valuable for use in the improvement 
and individualization of instruction and in educational guidance 
than are measures of the acquisilion of specific information in 
special subjects. The great heterogeneity or school-to-school 
variability in curriculum organization and content also makes 
it impossible to supply tests in these special subjects that are 
well adapted to most local situations. 

In view of a national need for truly valid measures of achieve
ment in the sciences and social studies. the authors have con
tinuously experiit1ented with test materials in these areas of 
the curriculum. Analyses of textbooks and courses of study 
reveal a discoumgiug lack of agreement in content and place
ment. Many items th:1t arc rch1tively easy in <>nc system are in· 
ordinatcly difficult in :uwther because nf <litTercnccs in in· 
strnctional content. Lac·k of agreement on grade placement ot 
materials makes it particularly difficult to find items which show 
a distinct teaming progression from gmdc to grade, Those items 
which show most marked and regular dccre:1ses in difficulty 
from grade to grade tend to be items of general information 
(similar to those found in general iillelligence or aptitude tests). 
Such items reflect neither the superiority nor inferiority of the 
instructional program. · 
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Construction of the Individual-Tests 

Test V: Vocabulary 
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lesl with which In build Up the pupil's sdf-~ontldencc in the 
lest situation hy avoiding early frustrations with instructional 
wnleni the pupil hirs not mast•!' · ~. 

The items in the lest ~onsisl •>I ; W(lfd in context followed by 
fnur possible definitions. Stimulus words were chosen from the 
Thorndike (44) ;nul Rinsland (43) \vurd lists. as were words ~on
sliluling the definitions. Nouns. verbs. and adjectives were 
!liven approximately equal represeritation. with a fe\V adverbs 
at eadt grade leveL 

It is not the purpose of a single item in a test of this type to 
determine whether the pupil knows the mean in~ of a .. tingll' 
word (the slinnrlus wMd) only: Nnr .is it necessary lhal the 
response words lie easier than the slinltilus word. Rather. the 
immediate purpose of eadt item is to determine if the .pupil is 
able to discriminate arrtong tire meanings ofal/ the words used 
in the item. Thus. a 40-itcm vocahulary lest may sample as 
inany :rs ·two hundred words from his general vocabulary, 
instead of only 40. 

Test R:. Reading Comprehension 

The Reading Comprehension Test consists of selections varying 
•·: in length from a few sentences to a full page. The passages were 

chosen in an attempt to represent as completely as possible a.ll 
of the types of material encountered by the pupils in their 
everyday reading. They were adapted from a wide variety of 
sources: newsp:rpers. magazines. encyclopedias, governrnent 
puhlicatilins. textbooks. and original literary works. II some
what arbitrary classificalitm of the malcri;rls used in Form 5 
i$ shown in Table 6.1 to illuslralc the extent to which different 
types of reading materials arc represented in the lest for each 
level. · 

The reading process as defined by the items in this test is a 
complex one. Whether or not a pupil is a good reader depends 
not only on the extent to which he apprehends the author's 
meaning, but also on the degree to whkh he grasps the signifi
cance of the ideas presented. evaluates them, and draws useful 
conclusions from them. This is true al all developmental levels. 
Children do not suddenly learn to read with comprehension at 
any particular age or grade. Thoughtful reading is the result of 
a long period of growth heginning in the first grade. No ai)IOUIII 
of drill at the higher levels can make up for a lack of allention 
to reading for IIII'Qiling in the middle or lower grades. 

This lest was pl;~~cd first in the haltery for two reasons. In 
the first plan·. it is ;~n e;~sy test In lake from the slanupnint nf · 
mrdtanks ;md lherl'l'ot'l' '' )!Ond one Ill a((USI<lnt thl' pupib Ill 
handling the separate answer sheet. In the se(ond place, skill 

For these reasons, the ilclns in all levels of the tests place a 
premium on understanding and drawing inferences from the 
reading select ions. 

Some of the specific skills measured h~· the tests ;ne listed in 
Table 6.2. The mrmhers at the right refer to items in each of 
the forms which illustrate each of the skills . . in voc.thulary differs from the other skills tested in the battery 

in thai it is not so dirc,·tly r~·latcd In spedfi~ inslrnction ;~s arc 
most of the other skills. II pupil's. vu(abulary depends In a 
large extent upon the· richness of language experiences in his 
home ha~kground and upon incidental in-sehoul and out-of; 
school language experiences. II also depends on the ri~hncss of 
experiences in the school progrant. but in most'sdtonls pupils 
receive very little instruction specifically designed In in~rcasc 
their "word power." II vocabulary lest is, therefore, a good 

It will he tHlted that the items in these tests arc somewhat 
longer and more involved than most items in other current 
elementary school reading tests. This, again, is a reflection of 
the extent to· which complex processes are being measured hy 
the lesL Test items which contain only short responses lend to 
measure relatively superficial comprehension. Furthermore, 
short-response items arc more likely to be answerahle through 
a process of matching words in the respon~cs with .words in 



Table 6.2: TEST R: 'Reading Comprehension 

Skills Te.sted 

D (Details) · To R~(tlgnize and Understand Stated or 
Implied Fa~tual Details and Relatioi1ships 

D-1 To recognize and understand important facts 
and details 

D-2 To rc~ognizc and understand implied facts ami 
relati<,nships 

l>-3 To deduce the meaning of words or phrases 
from con lex t 

P (Purpose) .... To Develop Skill in Discerning the Pur
pose or Main Idea of a Paragraph or 
Selection 

P-1 To detect the main purpose of a paragraph or 
selection 

P-2 To recognitc the main idea or topic of a para
graph or selection 

0 (Org;miz.ation) ··· To Develop Ability to Organize Ideas 
0-1 Tb recognit<' comnHm clements or par;dlcl 

topics in incidents or p<lr<~graphs 
0-2 To recognize. prup~r time sequence 

E (Evaluation) - To Develop Skill in Evaluating What 
is Read 

E-1 T<1 develop gener:Jii7.ations from a seledion 
E-2 To recognize the writer's viewpoint, attitude, 

or intention 
E-3 To recognize the mood or tone of a selection 
E-4 To recognize outstanding. qualities of style or 

structure 

the passage without any real understanding. J\ voidance of 
word-matching opportunities mually requires fairly lengthy re
stal<'nwnts of ideas in th<' p:Jssage. 

In th<' lower kvds it was necessary to indude a few items 
measuring rather simple skills ill'camc this represents the lev~l 
of reatting dt~velopmcnt of the average,,,. hdow-avcrage pupil. 
Ev.•ri :11 this level. an all<'mpt was mad~ to It'S! for understand
ings and simp!~ infer<'lll"l'S Whl•nevrr possible. 

More cnmpll'x ~kills were gradually introduced as pupil per
forrnanc·e in the tryout tests Lkmonstratcd readiness for th~m. 
To score wdlon the last few sl'iections. a pupil has to usc all 
of the skills !!<'nerally assodate<l with mat me adult reading .. 

FormS 

28, 94, 114 

10,87, 16~ 

59, 103, 154 

97,119,170 

24,118,149 

68, I ~8. ISS 
86, 156, 172. 

33, 120,173 

89, \09, 168 
\30 

57, 108, 132 
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38,80, ISS 

5:!, 105, 148 

30, 133, 168 

120, 157 

35,99,164 

79, 108, 175 
10, so. 144 
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60, 169, 17R 
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RELIABILITY OF THE TEST SCORES 

Methods of Determining, Reporting, and Using 
Reliability D'ata 

A soundly planned, carefully constructcd,.;md comprehensive
ly standardit.cd :~chievcment test hattery represents the most 
accurate and depcmlahle me:tsure of pupil adtievcmcnt av:~il· 

:~hie to the classroom teacher. M;my of the suhtle. extraneous 
f:~ctors that ,.,,ntrihutc to umeliahility and hias in human 
jllllgntent h:~vc no effect on stand:mlit.cd test scu.res. In adtli· 
lion, many other factors that l'Otllributc to the apparent in· 
consistency in pupil perftinuance can he effectively mini· 
mit.ed in the test situation. Snme of thesc·inOuences may he 
e:~sily identil'ietl: temporary dwn!!es in pupil motivation, 
health, ami attentiwness: minor tlistr:tctions fmm w'ithin :IIIli 
without the classroom; lintitations in number, scope, :md 
cmnparahility of the available samples of pupil work; and mis· 
understanding hy pupils of what the teacher exp'ects of them. 
But undoubtetlly there arc m:iny more about which we know 
very little. The greater ctTectiveness of the well-constnt,ted 
nchicVl'mcnt test in controlling these fal'lors -·as com11ared to 
the teacher's informal evaluation of the same achievement -
is evidenced by the hit:hcr rcliahility of the test. 

Test t·cliability may .he quantilieLI by :1 vmiety of statistical 
data. Sudt tlata. however, reduce to two h:1sic types of indexes. 
The tits! ,,f these indexes is the rcli:~bility coefficient. In uu
ntcrkal value, the reliability coeflicient is alw:~ys between .00 
and .99. and generally between .60 and. :95. The closer the 
coeflkient approaches the upper limit, the greater .is the 
freedom of the kst scores from such factors as those suggested 
above, fadors that oliscurc real dillcrenccs in pupil :~chicvc· 
ment. flow ever. this re:~dy frame of rclcrencc for reliability 
coeflkients is deceptive in its .simplicity. It is impossilile to 
conclude whether a value such as .75 represents either a "high" 
or "low," "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory" reliability. Only 
after a coefficient has been compared to tiH'se of cqual(l' l'alitl 
anti equally practical alternative tests can such a judgment be 
made. In practice, such tests c:111 rarely be found. Therefore, 
the reliability c.oertlcient is rarely free of some ambiguity. (For 
a fuller discussion of the importance and limitations of re
liability cocftlcieuts. sec the section entitled "Validity of the 
Tests.") · 

The ~c.:t>nd ,,f the sratistkal indexes used to describe test 
reliability is the stand:ml error of mcasmemcnt. This index 
represents a measure of thr net effect of all factors leading to 
inconsistency in pupil performance ami to inconsistency in 
our intcrprctali<'ll of that pcrftllm:mce. The standard error of 
measurement may be hest undcrstnt,d, perhaps, hy a hypo· 
thctical example. SuppOSl' a numher of stutlents who are all 
of exactly the same rcatling :1hility were h.> take the same 
rcatling. test. Despite their equal ability. they would not all get 
the same scores. Instead, thl'ir scores would range over a con
siderable interval. 1\ few would get much higher scores than 
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they deserve, a few much lower; the majority would get scores 
f:tirly close to that v;tlue rcprcscntinj! their actual ability. /\II 
such v:triation in SC!>rcs would he :ttlribut:thlc to differences in 
motivation, attentiveness. :tnd other factms suggested ahovc. 
The standard error of nteasurcment is :til index of the v:tri· 
ability of tlic scores o'f pupils having the same actual :thility. 
There is, of coursc,no way 1>f telling just huw much a student's 
achievement may have been unde.r- or over-estimated. The 
best estimate that we may make of the level of his ability is 
that represented by his ohtaincd score. 

We may, howevcr,makc reasonable estimates of the amounts 
by which the abilities of students in a particular reference 
group lwve been mismcasured. For about two-thirds of the 
examinees. the test scores they ·obt:tin arc "correct" within 
unc standard. error value; for 95 per .cent the scores are in 
error by less than two standard .errors; for more than 99 per 
cent, the scores arc in error by less than three standard error 
values. 

Two methods 11f estint:lling reli:tbility were used 'to obtain 
the data provided in the following sections. The first was the 
split-h:tlvcs. t.ucthod. Rcli:thility coefficients derived by this 
technique were based on the answer sheets of a completely 
representative sample of the standardization participants. 
These coefficients are probably somewhat inflated and should 
be regarded as upper limits. The Iowa Tt•sts arc primarily 
power tests; ;my speed factor involved would intluence 
scores from both halves in the same manner. Ermrs asso
ciated with variations. in pupil perronmtnce from one time 
to another :trc nut taken· into :tl'Cnunt. The practic;~l :tdvan
t:tge of this method of estimating rclialiilities is th:tt the coeffi
cient may be computed for a large representative sample of the 
pupils used to establish the norms. · 

The second set of reliability d:tta is b:tsed upon the adminis
tration tif equivalent forms. Reli:tbility wefticients obtained 
by correlating the scores from equivalent forms arc considered 
superior to those derived by the split·h:tlves procedure. flow
ever. a practical disadvantage is that equivalent forms reli· 
ability d;~ta must always, of necessity, be secured. from a 
limited sample of schools that may not be completely repre
sentative of all the schools used in establishing the norms. 

Split-Halves Reliability 

The reliability d:tta presented in Table 6.4 :tre b:tsed upon a 
s:nnple of :tpproximatcly 12.5 per cent of the answer sheets 
from the complete stand:trdiza tion group for each grade. 

The two test halves were constitutetl ·as "equivalent" h:tlvcs 
in much the same way that equivalent forms are assembled 
lmder classical procedures. That is. the items for each level 
were first classitied according to skills cl~ss and general level 
of item diff'iculty. Then items were assigned rantlomly to 
h:tlves. In tests made up nf "blocks" of items, such as those 
accompanying re:tding passages or maps, Hems were assigned 
the halves in blocks (tu avoid intlation of the reliability 
estimates through inter-item dependence). 
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TABLE 6.4 
Split-Halves Reliability Analysis 
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level nine 
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TABLE 13.4 (continued) 
Split-Halves lleliability Analysis 
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level eleven 
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1.5 
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4.5 

85.8 
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3.6 

. 62.0 
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5.6 

115.8 
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5.8 
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4.3 
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5.5 
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3.6 
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2.8 
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7.0 
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3.8 
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11.46 

3.4 

86.0 
11.49 

4.4 

86.1 
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52 

61.5 
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4.1 

115.4 
12.94 

4.1 

85.7 
10.98 

3.4 

61.6 
13.31 

2.0 
---
115.3 
13.42 

2.0 

85.7 
11.22 

1.7 
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STABILITY OF SCORES 

Til<' t•vidence of st:rhility of st:nrrs.ovrr a fairly long period of..._ 
tinll' has a scimcwhat different mean in~ for intelligence or apti
tude tests than for achievement tests. The former types of 
tests arc ,·nrh.:crned with :1hilitics thought to change relatively 
little m·c• time. This stahility over a period of mon.ths or 
yc:us has some relevance for the issue <lf reliability. Achieve
ment, on the other hand. nwy change mHkcdly in a year's 
time. In fal'l. one goal ofgood teaching is to al·ter patterns 
nf unsatisfactory growth. If the correlations hctwcen scores 
fnr su,·ccssiw years are CXl'Cedi;lgly hi~h. this may constitu'le 
indired evidence that lit tic was done as a result of the first 
-testing to adapt instruction to individual dil'ferences that were 
revealed. On the other hand. when equivalent forms are used 
in the two testirfgs. the correlations mi1y be regarded as mini
mum cstimJtcs .of equivalent forms reliability. In using. 
st:rhility C<>cflil'ient.s for such purp(,lses it is important to 
remember that they are attenuated, not only by errors of 
measurement. but also by differences associated with changes 
in I rue st:Jius. 

The stability coefficients reported in Tahle6.6 are ba.sed 
up<>n three studies: the C<lf'l'man ami Chen da.ta are from an 
unpublished four-year longitudinJI study of two representative' · 
Iowa sdwol system~: the Linn (~..\)data arc from the New 
York State Quality Measun:llll'ill l'rt,,iect: ami the Mncnda and 
Jackson ( ~IJ)data at:<' from a s:nnplr of ten school systems in 
tk I.aCros"'· Wiswr)sin, area.. . 

Tht• rclatil•.ely hi~h corrci:J!ions obtained !!ivc additional 
evidence t>f the reliability of the tests·. On the other hand, 
ronelat i<'IIS between s,·orcs ft>r successive years being so high 
rnig/11 indicate that sdwols were not m:1kin!! effective use of 
test n·sults. 1.1 also me:~ns that thc·r,•liahilitics ,,,-gains between· 
succcssivt' ye:rrs arc ne,·,•ssarily relatively low. The "optimum" 
n><·flit-it•nts ,,,-stability in .ideal school situ:rtinns (i.e., in which 
optimum provisi<>ns for instnrctiunal needs arc made for each 
individual .p11p1l) for tests of this type have not yet been 
rs.t:1blishcd. · 

Additic,n:JI data c>n the stability of school system averages 
arc available from the New York State Quality Measurement 
Project (II.). Corrcl:rtions bct;\•ecn Gra\ie 5 and G.r:1de 8 
rnis GE's were seemed by three different methods. Method 
I (~lnrchcJ Lon!!iludinal) c:orrl'l:llions were based on school· 
system means for the same .students. those with complete sets 
uf ll'SI scores in Grade 5 and a)!ain .three years later in Grade 
R. Method II (lhfmatched Lon)!itudinal) correlations were 
lwl\\'t'en srhl'PI sysrcm nwans fl1t the.l'l1mpl~te set of lifth 
~rat!,· Sl'<'I<'S 11 ith the c<1n1pklt' set uf ei~hth ~radc scores three 
yea1s later. ~!ctlwd Ill (C•oss-Sc,·Jionall corrd:rtiorrs were 
b:rs,·d ''" the sysl<'m means for the ,.,,mpi<'tc set of lifth 
!!r:rdc swics with the wrnplete set of eighth grade scores for 
t'lll' same ye:11. 

The C<'rrl'l:itions for the three nll'llHlds arc shown in Table 
(,,7. Tile currc'IC~Ii<'ns for sehoul system means are not greatly 
different from thusc reported fron1 the same prujcct for 
pupil scnn•s (I able h.b). As would he cxpe.:tcd, the obtained 
concLit•·'n' lemlcd to l)e snrnewh:rl higher for Method I, in 
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which the same pupils were tested in both grades, than those 
in Method II, in whkh some pupils were different, and in 
~ktJmU..JII. jn whirh ·rll ~'~ll>i_lr "'et~ tliffereut. c- 1 -
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c:_--, c::- r..:> C~') C:-:'1 C=:) 

~~===0=============~===~================ 

ESTES READI~G ATTITUDE SCALE 

~AARISON ELEMENTARY PUPIL r.RADE LEVEL IMARK OUT) 

TO THE STUDENT--READ EACH ST~TE~ENT. AS YOU REAO THE. 
STATEMENT, ~ARK ~UT THE LETTER WHICH AGREES WITH 
HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE STATEMENT. 

!BF SURE TO USE A LEAD PENCIL TO MAKE YOUR MARKS) 

.1 •• 2 •• 3 •• 4 •• 5 •• 6~ 

* KEY-A STRONGLY AGREE 
* 8 AGREE 
* C UNDECIDED 
* D DJSAGRFE 
* E STRONGLY DIS-
* AGREE 

*******************************************************•********************** 
FXA\IPLE--ALL l'iODKS SHOULD HWF. GREEN COVERS. .A •• B •• C •• 0 •• E. 

**'*********•***************************************.************************* 
1. RFADING IS FOR LEARNING BUT NOT FOR ENJOYMENT. .A •• 8 •• c •• D •• E • 

2. MONEY SPENT ON BOOKS IS WELL-SPENT. • A •• s •• c •• D •• e. 

3. THERE IS. NOtHING TO BE GAINED FROM ~EADING BOOKS. .A •• a •• c •• D •• e. 

4. ROOKS ARE A BORE. .A •• l'i •• c •• D •• E. 

5. READING IS A GOO~ WAY TO SPEND SPARE TIME. .A •• 8 •• C •• D •• E. 

6. SHARING BOOKS IN CLASS IS A WASTE OF TIME. .A •• a •• c •• n •• e. 

7. READING TURNS ME ON. .A •• a •• c •• o •• e • 

8. READING IS ONLY FOR GRADE GRUBBERS. • A •• B •• C •• D •• E. 

9. ~OOKS AREN 1 T USUALLY GOOD ENOUGH TO FINISH. .A •• B •• C •• 0 •• E. 

10. READING IS REWARDING TO ME. .A •• B •• c •• o, .E. 

11. READING BECOMES BORING AFTER AN HOUR. .A •• a •• c~ .o •• e. 

12. MOST BOOKS ARE TOO LONG AND DULL. .A •• B •.• c •• D •• E~ 

13. FREE READING DOESN 1 T TEACH ANYTHING. .A •• B •• C •• D •• E. 

14. THERE SHOULD BE MORE TI~E FOR FREE READING DURING .A •• B •• C •• 0 •• E. 
THE DAY. 

15. THERE ARE MANY BOOKS WHICH I HOPE TO REI\D. .A •• B •• C •• D •• E. 

16. BOOKS SHOIJLO t-.!OT RE REI\D EXCEPT FOR CLASS REQUIREMENTS .A •• B •• c •• o •• E. 

17. READING IS SOMETHING I CAN DO WITHOUT. .A •• B •• C •• D •• E • 

18. A CF.PTfiiN !\MOUNT OF SlJ"'MER VACHION SHOULD BE SET 
ASIOE FOR READING. 

lq. ~OOKS MAKE GOOD PRESFNTS. 

20. PEI\DING IS OULL. 

• A •• B •• C.; .• D •• e. 

.A •• B •• C •• D •• E. 

~A~ .B •• c. ~D •• E. 

*************'*~************************************************************** 
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Conelations of Attit.ude Scales with 
VerbaliQ, Quantitative IQ, Corresp<)nding Course Grades, and Grades 
With the Effects of Verbal and Quantitative IQ ControUed Statistically 

CllmiUON 
ATT1TUDI 

SCALI 
V..t>allQ QuantiQ Gndes Grade,.A Gradnb 

Entlilh .12- .08 ..29" 27" 
MothetnltiCI .20" .21" .35" .30• 
Science .1:r .10" .22- .18" 
Social Studiet .10" .02 .33" .32" 

Note- There are no course grades in Reading. 
•Correlations of ~rresponding Grades with the efferl of Verbal IQ 

conb'oUed atatisticaUy. 
bCorrelationa of Corresponding Gradea.with the effect of Quantitative 

IQ controlled atatistically. 
•p <.05 

.28• 
;31)• 
.20" 
..13" 
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'111e Estes Attitude Scales 

Internal Reliability Coefficients, Coefficients 
Of Factorial Similarity, Intercorrelations of Scale Totals, 

And Principal Component Factor Loadings for Scale Intercorrelations 

ReliobUirift Codficienc Scale lnrercorrclaciont Factor Loadinp 

Scalr 
of Factor 

Samplr A Samplr B 
Simil.ricy 

Marh kudin1 Science S.Sru.Ji., I 

ENCUSH .85 .78 .81 .25• .40- :n• ...... .79 

MATHEMATICS .86 .84 .92 Zl" .3&- n• 
READING .93 .v .94 .24• .• 41" .n 
SCIENCE .II .85 .93 .39• 

SOCIAL.STUDIES .91 .12 .95 .71 

Note- Loadings with absolute values less than .25 are omitted. All 
items have been scored so that higher score indicates more positive at· 
titude. 

*p <.001 

Attitude 

Scale 

ENGLISII 

MATHEMATICS 

READING 

SCIENCE 

Means and Standard Deviations for 
Samples A and B 

Sample A Sample 

Mean. S. D. Mean 

50.34 9.30 50.29 

54.03 9.37 51.94 

57.00 11.76 53.74 

51.25 10.20 51.56 

SOCIAL STUDIES 53.25 10.43 51.17 

8 

s. D. 

8.24 

10.04 

10.29 

9.77 

9.15 

II 

.82 

.79 

.32 
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Tb~t Est~ts Attitud~t Scal~ts 

Correlations of Attitude Scales with Self Ratings, Peer Nominations, 
Teacher Ranking, Course Grades, Achievement Scores, and Extracurricular Tallies 

A ITITUDE SCALE 
CRITERION 
MEASURE 

English Math Reading Sc:ienc:e SSt Verbal 

SELF RATING 
English .58• .28* .24* .46* 
Mathematics 63* "--- .14 
Reading .24* .70* .25* ..53! 
Science .10 .24* . 12 .65* .20* .18 • 
Social Studies .22• .24* .15* .58* 44* ...L..-

PEER NOMINATIONS 
English .23* .15* .26* .12* .. 23* .31* 
Mathematics .20* .13 .13 .12 .15* 
Reading .17* .15* .37* .23* .34* 
Science .17* .23* 
Social Studies .17• .12 .20* ..J.1 .21* 

TEACHER RANKING a 
English .30* .20* .28* .22* ~· 
Mathematics .28• .18* .15* .19* 
Science .14 .28* .26* .23* '.25* .29* 
Social Studies .16* .17* .22* .16* .27* .27* 

COURSE GRADES a 
English .29* .22* .35* .11 .25* .38* 

Mathematics .35• .16* .13 

Science .26* .21* .22* .16* .21* 
· Social Studies .22* .21* .29* .13 .33* .35* 
ACHIEVEMENT SCORE 

English .13 .17* .40* .18* .32* 
Mathematics .26* .24* .10 .17* 
Reading .14 .22* .50* .13 .19* .38* 
Science .10 .26* .35* .22* .25* 
Social Studies .10 .20* .40* .16* .14 .29* 

EXTRACURRICULAR 
English ,16* .11 .27* .19* .27* 
Mathematics .10 .11 .11 .10 
Reading .18* .17* .31* .11 .22* .31* 
Science .10 .14 
Social Studies .13 .22* .17* .22* 

Note- Only correlations significant at the .01 level arc rcporrcd. Correlations indicacin1 <l•Jr•• of scale 
nlidity arc un<lcrlincd. 

'There arc no t<acbcr ratinp or course grades in Read ins. 
•p < .001 

Qilant 

.45* 

.55* 

.14 

.16* 

.20* 

.13 

.25* 

.12 

.16* 
·.19* 
_.n• 

.19* 

.19* 

.23* 

.29* 

.20* 

.12 
.:n· 
.21* 
.28* 
.21* 

.11 

.13 

.16* 
.J2_ 
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
EXAt1PI E - SIIGGESTED CHECK LIST FOR COMniNATF.n. LABORATORY Cl/I.SSROOM INSTRUCTIOtl 

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION PROGRAM FACTORS 

FACILITY: ---CLASSROOM 
..__ __ .LEARNING CTR. 

___ OPEN SPACE 

OTHER: _____ ~----

STORAGE: . MOBILE CART 

_____ FILE CABINET 

-...,---CUPBOARD 
___ ;BOOK SHELVES 

OTHER:~----------

DISTRIBUTION: MATERIALS 

EQUIPMENT: 

STUDENT 

CHECKED OUT OF 
CENTRAL LOCATION 

MATERIALS 
=H=ou=s=E=n IN RESPECTIVE 
CLASSROOM 

OTHER: __________ _ 

__ LISTENING CENTER 

__ HEADSETS (NO.) _ 

__ JACK BOX 

__ CASSETTE PLAYERS 
(NO.) 

OTHER: ________ __ 

TRANSIENCY: __ LESS THAN 25% 

26%- 50% --
51% ... 75% --
76%- 100% --

OTHER: __________ _ 

STAFFING: ___ TEACHER 

-....--- TEACHER/ AIDE 

---TEAM TEACHING 

---SPECIALIST 
TEACHER 

OTHER: ________ __ 

PUPIL/TEACHER RATIO: __ ! ___ 

GROUPING: __ HOMOGENEOUS 

__ CROSS-AGE 

__ HETEROGENEOUS 
OTHER: _______ __ 

DAILY TIME ALLOTTED TO 
TEACHING READING AND 

LANGUAGE ARTS: 

TEACHING MATERIALS: 
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TEACHING ALTERNATIVES SUPPLEMENT 

( A GUIDE TO THE USE OF THE CROSS REFE~ENCE SYSTEM ) 

A COORDINATED LABORA"fORY CLASSROOM APPROACH 
· In-service Teacher's Manual, which replicates 

the first page of the index from Red Lnvel, Teaching Alternatives 
Supplement:, answer the following questions: 

a. One asterisk after a page number indicated that the program 
was added to the Supplement on 12 I 15 I 72 

date 

b. If one J1ad the Bell & Howell Language Master Programs,* 
he could retrieve lessons beginning on page _za__ in the 
Teaching Alternatives Supplement. · 

The information on the pages in the Teaching Alternatives Supplement 
is presented in four columns. 

a. Column lUsts the behavioral objective • 

b. Column II indicates the skill to be mastered. 

c. Column III lists the name of the. text or audiovisual 
material 

d. Column IV lists page numbers, _s>~-'_]._.i""'de.._· ___ frame or 
audio vi sua 1 • · · 

Listed at the top of each page in the Teaching Alternatives Supplement 
is the name of the publisher and the Program 

By referring to the excerpts from the Teaching Alternatives Supplement 
in the In-service Teacher's Manual, complete the statements: 

a. ·In Harper & Row* you would find "p-3'' taught in J P! Mark and 
Tlfll on page Teacher'~ E, · 

b. In Webster·Division/McGraw-Hill 's Programmed Reading 
Materials,* "p-9" is taught in Book Pre Reader , Filmstrip 
_9_, on Frame ~ · . 

c. ·In the Zweig Reading Reinforcement System, you would find 
the perceptual letter code "e" for 'b-d-p' reversals taught in 
program R PD located in tapes and pages 16-18 

List a progi·am that is widely used in your school: Houqhton ~1i ffl in Co . 
.,-------:---:-:-------· According to the Index, you can retrieve 
lessons starting on page 1 oz in the Teaching Alternatives Supplement. 

NOTE: SCHOOLS WITHOUT /\. COMMERCIALLY PREPARED CROSS-REFERENCE SYSTEM '~AY MAKE THEIR 
I)HH BY C/\T.l\LnGING '\LL 1\V'\ILABLE 't'\TERI/\LS l\~111 EOUIP~1E'!T 
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EXAMPLE OF CROSS REFERENCING OF Ef']lJIPr1ENT AND MATERIALS 

TEACIIING ALTERNATIVE SUPPLEMENT- 'HTH r.nOIHiHIATED LABORATORY CLASSROOM . 
APPROACH 

teacher may quickly identify at the precise page number a myriad of 
supplementary activities for a child who needs prescriptive teaching in 
any one skill area ) 

TEACHiNG ALTERNATIVES. PAGE. 

Acoustifone Corporation 

Reading Achievement Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Allyn and Bacon, Inc. 
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l~aq)cr and Row: Dasic Heading Program, 1966 

TEAClllNG ALTEHNATIVES - Word Analysis/Phonetic Analysis 

p-1. 
p-2. 
p-3. 
p-4. 
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p-7. 
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1-G. 
1-7. 
1-8. 
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1-12. 
1-13. 
1-14. 
1··15. 
1-1 G. 
l-1 7. 
1-lB. 
1- Hl. 
1-20. 

RETEACH 

initial consonant 'b' 
initial consonant 'c' 
initial consona·nt 'd' 
initial consonant 'f' 
initial consonant 'g' 
initial consonant 'h' 
initial consonant 'j' 
initial consonant '1' 
initial consonant 'm' 
initial consonant 'n' 
initial consonant 'p' 
initial consonant 'r' 
initial consonant 's' 
initial consonant 't' 
initial consonant 'w' 
inihal consonant 'y' 
initial digraph 'sh' 
initial digraph '·wl!' 
fin,ll consonant 'd' 
final consonant 'k' 
final consonant 'l' 
final eonsonant '· 
final conso,· n' 
final co• ..• tant 'p' 
finnl .tsonant 'r' 
r; consonant 't' 
. .tal consonant 'x' 

fin~ll phonetic part 'st' 
final phonetic part 'ng' 
final phonetic part 'ch' 
final phonetic part 'ck' 
final phonetic part '11' 
short vowel 'a' 
short vowel 'e' 
short vuwt'l 'i' 
;~!10d vowel 'o' 
:::;hort vowel 'u' 
long vowel 'a' 

BOOK PAGE 

- City Days, City Ways 
-Janet and Mark 
- Janet and Mark 
- City Days, City Ways 
- Outdoors and In 
- Outdoors and In 
- Janet and Mark 
- Outdoors and In 
- J ane.t and Mark 
- Outdoors and In 
- Around the Corner 
- City Days, City Ways 
- Janet and Mark 
-City Days, City Ways 
- Outdoors and In 
-City Days, City Ways 
- Just For Fun 
- City Days, City Ways 
·- Around the Corner 
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Around the Corner 
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Around the Corner 
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Around the Corner 
- Around the Corner 
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Heal and Makc-l3clicvc -
- Hcnl and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
- Real and Make-Believe -
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Webster Division 1 McGraw-Hill: Programmed R_~ading, 1971 

TEACHING ALTERNATIVES - Word Analysis/Phonetic Analysis 

HE TEACH BOOK FILMSTHIP FRAME 

p-1. initial consonant 'b' -Two 9 16 
p-2. initial consonant 'c' -One 
p-3. initial consona,nt 'd' -One 
p-4. initial consonant 'f' -One - 10 23 
p-5. initi~ll consonant 'g' - 12 9 
p-6. initi:nJ consonant 1 h' - 10 41 
p-7. initial ,consonant 1 j' -Six 8 18 
p-8. initial consonant 'l' -Two - 14 13 
p-9. initial consonant 'm' -Pre-reader 9 22 

p-10. initial consonant 1 n' - Pre-reader 
p-11. initial consonant 'p' - Pre- reader 9 20 
p-12. initial eonson~mt 1 r' -Two - 12 20 
p-13. initial consonant 's 1 -One 
p-14. initial consonant 't' -Pre-reader 9 1l 
p-15. initial consonant 'w' -Three - 13 30 
p-16. initial consonant 'y' -No prescription 
p-17. initial digraph 'sh' -One - 13 5 
p-18. initial digraph 1 Wh' - Fifteen 

1-1. final consonant 'd 1 - One 
1-2. final consommt 'k' -Two 
1-3. final consonant '1 1 -Three 
1-4. fin a I ·consonant 'm' -One 
1-5. final consonant 'n' - Pre-reader 
l-6. final consonant 'p' - Pre-reader 
1-7. final consonant 1 r' -No prescription 
1-8. final consonant 't' - Pre-reader 
1 ~9. final consonant 1X' - Five 

1-10. final phonetic part 'st' - No prescription 
1-11. fi1wl phonetic p~rt 'ng1 -One· 
1-12. final phonetic part 'ch' -Two 
1-13. final phonetic part 'ck' -Two 
1-14. final phonetic part '11' -Three 
1-15. sh<lrt vowel 'a' - Pre-reader 9 4 
1-1 G. :,;hort vnW<'l 'e' - 'rwo 
l-17. short vowc l 'i' .. Pre-reader 
l-1 B. short vowel 'o' - Pre-reader 8 18 
1-19. s lw rt vowc l 'u' -Seven 
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Richard L. Zweig Associates: Zweig Read_ing Reinforcement System 

TEAClllNG ALTE.ftNATIVES - Perceptual Skills 

RETEACH PROGRAM LOCATION 

a. avdio-visual reversals - R PD 16-30 
b. m-n-h svbstitutions - R PD 19-21 
c. r -1 ~tvbiOtitutions - R PD 2, 5, 26 

27 
d. f-th substitutions - Y PD 25-27 

- GPD 16-18 
. e. b-d..:p reversals - R PD 16-18 

f. th-wh svbstitutions - R PD 22-24 
- Y PD 25-27 
- G PD 16-18 

g. s-f substitutions - R PD 28-30 
h. sh-ch substitutic;ms - R PD 10-12 

- Y PD 28-33 
- GPD 16-18 

i. s-th substit1.1tions - R PD 22-24 
- Y PD 25-27 
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A .Coordinated Laboratory Classroom Apnroach - chrono]oqical-sequential 

ERIC'S PROFILE: MODEL 
(Twenty percent photo reductiun) 

student record nrofile 

Grades k-6 

Colltinueus Pupil PROGRESS PROFILE in !'lEADING 
DIRECTIONS TO THE: TEACIIF.Il: Th~•• 'rofllet are to be uuod u a contlnuo\U record of the pupil'• propeat In readln1. There is a •epal'ate prorue for 

.. cb DIU, area: Phom•tic .Ana.lysl.a, .itruetw.l An ... :rtis, Vocabull..ry Development, Comprehe.nsion and Stwdy Skilll, In raeol'cllnllhe retults of ••ch lett, 

malu aun you .,.. uln1 tM r.enact *UI •rortle. Each one Indicate• the •liJecttvn an Individual &e•ts. 

Count the num'oer of inll"oned retpente! for ncb bebavlol'al obJective, Bued on the scortna inatructiont, write the·date of the lett betide the akiU In the 

"Proceed" or "Retnch" colwnn. At the bealnnina or the Phondtr AnaJni• profUe ls a liJt of letten rePrttentinc perceptual-type probl1ms. If a skiU 

n1.1mber foUowed by one of these lett en U cll'cled, write the letter next lo the dale or the te•t buide the ilkUI. Uld place a ebeclr: ( ~) under 11 A" for 

awiiLI\ory ,.., "V" for vUual in the reteach column. Sea teacher's ftunual for complete direction•. 

WORD ANALYSIS I Phonetic Analysis 
Reteach Proceed 
A V 

a. au,dip-visual rnersi!IIS 1-21. lgng vowPI ·~· 
b. m-n'h substitutions 1·22. lon• vowtl 'i' 
~I substitutions 1·23. lon2 vowtl 'o' 

d. f.th •wbstitutions 1-24. lone vo,.·el 'u' 

f. th·Wh sUbilituliOIU 1·26. rfiular VOWE'I combination 'av' 
1: .\:" swbsHt~tion!' 1-27. 'y' as a mwel 

Retoaeh Proceed 

h. s'h-ch substitution·S 1-28. irregular vowel combination 'ow' ;o 

S•th substitqt"ons 1-29. irre~ul8r vowel.combinatio'n 'ow' a 
p-1. initi~l·consonant 'b' V' .~/.Win 11113.1/t; 1-30. imgular ,.<>wei combination 'ew' ,. 

P-2. inili'G ¢o.psonant ''c' 1·31. murmur d~i!:P:.:ht::!h!.::o~n~~~_:'a::r~· -------1----+-----l~ 
1-E:P•--~~.;.;';n~.i~ti'!al~c:!o~!l~S~o~na~n~t·..,,~d"'' -------+----l-~--~1;-:·:;.~2"'.'-m='u:'rm=u=:-r dTiihthong 'er' : 

Jlc'l. initial con~onant ·f' 1·33. murmur dip.hthong 'ir' 
p-~. initial conSQnant'¥ 1-34 mU.mur dTi)hthon. 'ur' 
p--_§~ iOi,tiJI conso.ilant 'h' 1-35. initial consOnant •k' 
P-7. init_ial consimant 'f 1·36. initial bll'nd 'sp' 

r P·.ll. initial consonant 'I' 1-37. initial blend 'st' 

~ p-9. initi~l consonant •'m' V 1Jltltfi7.L /D/3}/; 1-~R. initial blen:!d..:'•:l~·----------1----+----1 
~ ~~nitial corn;onant 'n' 1-39. initial biPnd ·~m' 
., p 11 · ·r I consona t 'p' 1-40. initial blend 'sw' 
'"r-5f-1·2·f 10.1]1 ta · n '• 1-41. initial blend 'spr' ~_tia.J ~;.onsunant r 

p-13. initial consonant 's' 1-42. initial bJL•nd •n• 

"' "' c 
> 
"' .. 

I p-14. initial co.nsonant ·r 1-43. initial blrnd 'bl' 
p-15. initial con;onant 'w'VV' Vt:f/1,//7;}. /C{.!I//7. 1-U. initial blt•nd 'cl' 

I p·lf~. initial consorl~mt •y' 1-45; initial blend 'tr' 

~~ial di~raph 'sh' 1-16. initial blend ·w.,' ---------+---t----1 
.P·IS. ini.iT.\idT.!ranil'wli'VY 10/111!1). llf, i.t. 1-47. initial blend 'cr' 

1-l. final consonant 'd'-V IJ~iJilil. 1-48. initial blend 'fr' "' "' c 
1·2. £ina! CQOSO'Ilant 'k' l.o\9. phonetiC part 'qu' 

1-~1-~3:=-. .;r,:.~n:!!a;.l c:!o:::n:::~;::o:::na~n:.:tc,';l,---'-----+---l-"r-~1i-.;'.;:50. initial d-iiifaph 'ch' 
.. .. 
"' .. 

1-4. final con;ona.nt 'm' 1·51. initial digraph 'kn' 
., -t:5.if.i~l con;onant 'n' ~ 1·52. initial digraph 'th' (voired) 
.. ~nal con;onant 'p'V 1-5:1. initial d:;Cranh 'lh' unvoiCI'd 
~ 1-7. final consonant 'r', 2·1. initial consonant 'z' 

~ '--~~~J'!~al consOnant 't' .. 2·2. initial consonant 'v' 

.., 
c 
'& ... 
z .. 
3 
~ 

> 
OQ 

~ 

= ~3.1 consonant 'x' 2-3. hard 'R' o 

1-10. Cinal.plwnetic part 'st'll"v 2·4. soft '2' ~ o< 
1-11. fimil phonetic part 'ng' 2·5. r02ular vowel combination 'ai' ~ ., 

1-12. final phonf)tic" parl •ch' 2-6. regular vowel combination ~ea' ~ ~ 

1~4!~:!~:!.:.:.l~!I::~!!:l:£P P~~~~~,:~:~+~~:;-,:,J·pl!!:~:t~t .!:~!..~!: .,.· .,-------lf~t:I{-.U.f---+-:~~:;,;~:..: i:~~::iiit;:~•;::I~O:rd~~;r::~ ~~~~i~!-;-ti.,o~n-'o..,•_·_·:---+.---+----1~ ~ 
., ~.5. shn~~~~rl_~~· 2·9. irrr~ular ~(.;WPit~onlb;::-i:::na~:t:::io;::n:__:'a:;::w~·----l---1-----1 g' 
.. 1·16. short vuw..t ··~:,.·~-----·-----+---+---+2:10 .. phonetf;part~tl_'----------+----1------l £. 
~ ~~"ir_t-V~~~i.:i~ 2-:-tt-:-initiftl di-;Tirlti-~U' -uo (';:::} 

c rW-!!:-shor_!_!.!?~-~·!~,~· 2·12. final_consonant 's' ~: "'t;:{ 
:;: 1-19. short vnwel ·~· 2·13. final bl•nd 'nk' .. z w 

1-20. long vowel 'a' .2-14. final blend 'nd' .,~ .,. 
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